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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
REGULAR SESSION 

JULY 7, 2010 

PRESENT: Dan Ericksen, Chair of County Commission 
Sherry Holliday, County Commissioner 
Bill Lennox, County Commissioner 
Kathy McBride, Executive Assistant 

At 9:06a.m. Commissioner Sherry Holliday called the meeting to order since Chairman 
Ericksen had not yet arrived. 

Kathy McBride, Executive Assistant, informed the Board of the County's attempt to 
advertise for individuals interested in being considered for appointment to the Oregon 
Investment Board, with no success. Mid-Columbia Economic Development District 
assisted and was able to get Ken Bailey to submit a letter of interest. 

Amanda Hoey, Mid Columbia Economic Development District Executive Director, stated 
that the MCEDD Board rallied to get some support on applying for the opening on the 
Oregon Investment Board. Hoey noted that Mark Cherniack has served two terms on 
the Board for a total of six years. After two terms the Governor likes to look for another 
candidate. 

{{{Commissioner Lennox moved that the Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
nominate Ken Bailey for appointment to the Oregon Investment Board. 
Commissioner Holliday seconded the motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 

McBride noted that Jessica Metta, Wasco County Economic Development Coordinator, 
is on vacation. Metta has provided the Board with her written report. 

Hoey stated that MCEDD received a thank you from the City of Shaniko for the work 
done in the City by members of the Economic Development Commission. 
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Some discussion occurred regarding the Columbia Gorge Bi-State Renewable Energy 
Zone Meeting held at Mary Hill Museum and the legislative summit hosted by Mid 
Columbia Economic Development District. 

Art Smith, Public Works Project Manager, informed the Board that the City of 
The Dalles, North Wasco County School District #21 and Wasco County Public Works 
are applying for an Oregon Department of Transportation Pedestrian Bicycle Grant for a 
bicycle improvement project in the Chenowith Area of the City of The Dalles. The 
School District will be donating property for the project. The County and the City will be 
providing some in-kind work. The City of The Dalles will let the contract. 

Some discussion occurred. 

***It was the consensus of the Board of Commissioners to support the Oregon 
Department of Transportation Pedestrian Bicycle Grant from Wasco County, City 
of The Dalles and North Wasco County School District #21***. 

At 9:16a.m. Chairman Ericksen arrived. 

Teri Thalhofer, North Central Public Health District Director, and Kathi Hall, North 
Central Public Health District Business Manager, discussed with the Board of 
Commissioners their request for approval to use smart phone hand held wireless 
devices. Thalhofer is requesting that six staff members from the Health District be 
added to the Cellular Telephone Plan to receive a monthly phone allowance. She is 

. requesting that the monthly allocation be increased and that a one-time reimbursement 
of $100 be granted for the purchase of the smart phone. 

Chairman Ericksen had a legal question as to whether or not the County could 
contribute money towards the purchase of a personal phone. If the County puts money 
towards the phone then the County has an interest in the phone. He feels that we 
should get a legal opinion on this request. 

Tyler Stone, Administrative Officer, stated that the County offers a small subsidy to help 
pay for the primary use which is work related. The employee would purchase their own 
phone. 

Thalhofer stated that she would withdraw that part of her request. The staff members 
who she is asking to be included in the plan are part of the emergency response team. 
Those staff members are expected to respond during a public health emergency. 

A lengthy discussion occurred. 
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During the discussion it was noted that the data piece of the request was presented to 
the Budget Committee, but it was denied. 

Stone expressed his concern that the County would be creating a second plan for these 
Health District employees when we already have a plan in place that does not include 
data. If we are going to do it we should do it for everyone that uses smart phones. 

Paul Ferguson, Information Services Manager, stated that he has looked at several 
cellular phone policies. There are a couple of different tiers available; $50 for standard 
employees, and raise the allowance for those that need data. The productivity of these 
employees would be increased tremendously. 

Commissioner Lennox stated that the Board needs to look at the costs since we would 
have to look at offering it to other Department Heads, Commissioners and Managers. 

Thalhofer stated that they would not be using General Fund dollars. 

Ferguson stated that the County is looking at a reduction in the costs since moving to 
Google Apps. This move resulted in a $5,000 net savings. The increased productivity 
adds more value on top of the savings. 

Discussion continued on the request from the Health District. 

Ferguson pointed out during the discussion that the Budget Committee did not discuss 
increasing the phone allowance stipend during the budget process. It was discussed at 
the pre-budget meetings. 

The Board will refer this matter to the management team for further discussion. 

Thalhofer informed the Board of the AmeriCorps Vista Volunteer who will start in 
August. The volunteer will work 25% of the time with the medical community on the 
Medical Reserve Corp. 

Some discussion occurred regarding the Medical Reserve Corp. 

Thalhofer stated that the District will be coming to the Board soon to request adding a 
one year position to work on Healthy Communities. The tobacco program has the 
money to fund each County for one year; we received funding for three Counties. 

Steve Conover, Chief Deputy Sheriff, informed the Board that the computer aid dispatch 
project is moving forward. They have a meeting scheduled later this month. Conover 
was advised this morning that he needs prior approval for the sole source approval for 
the purchase of software. One question is does it meet the sole source requirement 
from the County. Conover noted that this is a regional local data terminal; the individual 
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dispatch center needs to talk to one another. To make the system regional it needs to 
have the same software. That is basically his argument to Emergency Management as 
to sole source. 

Conover noted one problem that they have encountered is with their records 
management system. They do not want to integrate into the Custom Micro, Inc (CMI) 
records management system so they have decided to convert to the same software 
being used in the region. They have the funding available to do the conversion. 

Some discussion occurred regarding sole source. 

{{{Commissioner Holliday moved to approve the request from the Wasco County 
Sheriff's Office for approval of a sole source procurement for the computer aided 
dispatch software with Executive Information Services, Inc. Commissioner 
Lennox seconded the motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 

Some discussion occurred in regards to the Sheriff's Office records management 
system. 

Conover stated that CMI would not work with the Sheriff's Office. CMI wants us to buy 
their data system. The Department would incur a long term cost of $60 per month per 
unit. We want to move towards the radio base system. 

Conover noted that Hood River County has already gone to the CAD System. All data 
will be transferred. If there is something that does not get transferred we own the CMI 
system. We will just not have maintenance on the system. 

Conover stated that we are looking at moving the Wasco County Communications 
Agency (911) and the Emergency Operations Center in September. Emergency 
Management Services wants to install the CAD. The MDT System will follow a month 
later and in January the records management system will be transferred. 

Conover is scheduled to meet this afternoon with the Sherman County Court in 
reference to the Buffer Zone Grant. Sheriff Lowry wants Conover to be the Project 
Manager of the Grant. 

At 10:07 a.m. the Board recessed. 

At 10:12 a.m. the Board reconvened. 
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Chairman Ericksen called on Staff to present the Staff Report. 

Todd Cornett, Wasco County Planning & Development Director, stated that this is a 
non-hearing item. These amendments are state mandated changes through House 
Bill 3099. One of the elements put in the Bill itself is to allow jurisdictions to make these 
changes without a formal process to be consistent with state regulations. These 
amendments are minor in natural and they are mandated. All of these changes 
occurred at the state level. 

Some discussion occurred regarding this new process. 

Cornett went over the proposed Land Use and Development Ordinance Text 
Amendments listed in his Staff Report, (Attached as Exhibit A). 

Cornett noted that there was a question whether this meeting was necessary. He feels 
it is important to present this to the Board. 

Some discussion occurred regarding various changes being proposed to the County's 
Land Use and Development Ordinance as per changes in state regulations. 

{{{Commissioner Holliday moved to approve Ordinance #10-004 in the matter of 
the Wasco County Planning & Development Department's request to approve 
amendments to the Land Use and Development Ordinance to update the 
Exclusive Farm Use Zone to create consistency with state regulations pursuant to 
changes resulting from HB 3099 of the 2009 Oregon Legislative Session. 
Commissioner Lennox seconded the motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 

Other Business: 

The Board considered the fee waiver request from Philip Evans and Davina Craig, 
(Attached as Exhibit B). 

The Board and Cornett discussed the issues surrounding the Scenic Area Review 
Application from Evans and Craig. 

Cornett informed the Board that the Temporary Use Permit for the mobile home expired 
five years ago. The removal of the mobile home was a condition of approval under the 
Temporary Use Permit issued back in June, 2004. 

Cornett noted that the new EDEN Permitting Software gives the Department the ability 
to provide these follow up notices to property owners who have received Temporary 
Use Permit approval. 

Some discussion occurred. 
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Commissioner Holliday stated that because these processes were not in place maybe 
the penalty fee is excessive. However, the property owner was aware of what the 
requirements were. 

Chairman Ericksen stated that the County should provide a courtesy notice. He 
recognizes that it is not something that is required. 

Cornett noted that the total fee is $2,071; the penalty fee is $1,000. 

{{{Commissioner Lennox moved to waive $500 of the $1,000 penalty fee for Philip 
Evans and Davina Craig. Commissioner Holliday seconded the motion; it was 
then passed unanimously.}}} 

Cornett noted that he sent the Board a proposed letter of support for Jefferson County's 
effort as to solar energy. He heard back from Commissioners Holliday and Lennox. A 
solar energy project has to go through the Goal 3 Exception Process. 

Cornett stated that we should be able to allow solar facilities on unusable farm property 
without going through the Goal 3 Exception Process. The goal process is complicated 
and confusing. 

Some discussion occurred. 

The Board is in full agreement of sending a letter to the Oregon Land Conservation and 
Development Commission in regards to solar facilities. 

Commissioner Holliday provided the Board with an update on the Palomar Pipeline 
Project. The project has been delayed. Palomar is going ahead with the discussions 
with the tribes. The delay may add another two years to the project completion date. 

Cornett informed the Board of the conference call he had last week in regards to the 
Wasco County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan which needs to be updated by 2012. The 
update process would be a similar process as the plan was originally developed. Hood 
River County is talking about sharing a RARE student to do the work. Cornett stated 
that there will be an in-kind match. The County will provide office space and a vehicle 
for use by the RARE student. If the Plan is not updated we will not be eligible for post
disaster funding. 

{{{Commissioner Lennox moved to rescind the Amended Personal Service 
Contract between Wasco County, Oregon and Wamic Rural Fire Protection 
District, which was approved on June 24, 2010. Commissioner Holliday seconded 
the motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 
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Commissioner Holliday stated that the Wamic Rural Fire Protection District is still 
waiting for their Medicare and Medicaid number. 

{{{Commissioner Lennox moved to approve the Regular Session Consent 
Calendar #1 of July 7, 2010, with the exception of Item #5. Commissioner 
Holliday seconded the motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 

{{{Chairman Ericksen moved to approve the Regular Session Consent Calendar 
#2 of July 7, 2010, as presented. Commissioner Lennox seconded the motion; it 
was then passed by a vote of two to zero. Commissioner Lennox and Chairman 
Ericksen voted yes, while Commissioner Holliday abstained from voting.}}} 

{{{Commissioner Holliday moved to approve the Regular Session Consent 
Calendar #3 of July 7, 2010, as presented. Commissioner Lennox seconded the 
motion; it was then passed by a vote of two to zero. Commissioner Lennox and 
Commissioner Holliday voted yes, while Chairman Ericksen abstained from 
voting.}}} 

Fred Davis, Facilities Manager, informed the Board that he has not yet received the 
email version of the Contract with Roof Toppers for the Roof Replacement Project. The 
approval of the Contract will be rescheduled. 

Stone noted that Davis has been in daily contact with the company to hammer out the 
details of the Contract. 

Item #3 

{{{Commissioner Lennox moved to approve the additional changes to the 
Intergovernmental Agreement with the State of Oregon Department of Energy; 
said Agreement was initially approved on March 10, 2010 by the Board of 
Commissioners. Commissioner Holliday seconded the motion; it was then 
passed unanimously.}}} 
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Item #6 

McBride asked if the Board of Commissioners has any concern with the current 
businesses in Wasco County who have licenses issued by the Oregon Liquor Control 
Commission. 

***It was the consensus of the Board of Commissioners that they have no 
concerns or issues with any of the current Oregon Liquor Control Commission 
Licensees***. 

Item #8 

The Board briefly discussed the Economic Development Report from Jessica Mella, 
Mid-Columbia Economic Development District, (Attached as Exhibit E). 

Item #9 

The Board directed staff to send a letter to Curtis Baker to make him aware of the sale 
of the tax foreclosed property described as Township 1 North, Range 13 East, Section 
18A, Tax Lot 200, Reference #16198. 

Monica Morris, Finance Manager, stated that she learned last week after the County 
took the Public Health Department out of the General Fund's Budget and placed them 
into their own Fund that the Public Health District uses the EDEN Permitting Process. 
EDEN has a financial and permitting module. These modules are interfaced. When 
the Health District uses the module they touch either the revenue or expense accounts 
in addition to touching the assets and liabilities. 

Morris contacted EDEN to see what it would take to reprogram the change in accounts. 
EDEN informed her that it will take two implementers at the cost of $150 per hour, or 
$1,200 per day per implementer. The reprogramming could take one day up to one 
week. She discussed this with the Board individually. We will do nothing until we hear 
back from EDEN. 

Morris stated with the help of McBride we put together a Supplemental Budget request. 
We took the Health District Fund #212 and left it there but we copied the budget to 
General Fund Department #23. It is with the understanding that one or the other will be 
used. As of January 1, 2011 you would have spent half the money in General Fund 
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Department #23 and half in Fund #212. You will not have money transferred; it has to 
be left where it was spent. 

Morris stated that Public Health is duplicated in Fund #212 and General Fund #101. 
The funding will not be used in both spots. The direction is once she has heard back 
from Tyler Technologies (EDEN) we can go forward with that discussion. EDEN may 
be able to do the necessary reprogramming remotely. We would still be looking at the 
same price. 

Some discussion occurred. 

Morris noted that Teri Thalhofer, North Central Public Health District Director, has asked 
her staff not to work under Fund #1 01 until we get it approved. If we get an estimate 
from EDEN it could be a quick fix. If we switch in January, Kathi Hall, Business 
Manager, will have to track it separately. The Health District is willing to go back to 
doing the permitting on paper instead of using the EDEN Permitting process. The 
reprogramming does not benefit the Counties of Sherman or Gilliam. The District's 
preference is to go back to doing it manually. 

Morris stated that the County followed the Oregon Budget Law; this hearing was 
published and the Supplemental Budget request is being considered at the Board's 
regular meeting. 

{{{Commissioner Holliday moved to approve Resolution #10-028 in the matter of 
the Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Supplemental Budget for the General Fund Public 
Health Department Public Health Division. Commissioner Lennox seconded the 
motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 

McBride informed the Board that the County received nine letters of interests to serve 
on the newly created Wasco/Hood River County Veterans Services Advisory 
Committee. However, Patrick Stone has withdrawn his letter of interest. 

Steve Lawrence stated that he is concerned that the County received 40 applications for 
the Veterans Service Officer position and Hood River County is not going to select their 
two members until July 191

h. 

Stone stated that the County could take two of the five appointed Advisory Committee 
Members and put them on the Selection Committee for the interview process. 

Some discussion occurred. 
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Stone noted during the discussion that Hood River County is expecting Wasco County 
to hire the Veterans Service Officer. 

The Board briefly discussed the letters of interest received for appointment to the 
Advisory Committee. 

{{{Commissioner Lennox moved to appoint Dean Crofton, Steve Lawrence, 
Kathleen Martin, Mary Merrill and Alan Morrison to the newly created Wasco/Hood 
River County Veterans Services Advisory Committee. Commissioner Holliday 
seconded the motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 

McBride will contact Hood River County to make them aware of the Wasco County 
Board of Commissioners appointments. 

Lawrence thanked the Board for creating and appointing an Advisory Committee. He 
expressed a strong interest in being a part of the Selection Committee. He asked if the 
Board or Stone were going to submit to the Advisory Committee a draft or model set of 
ByLaws for their review and consideration. 

Lawrence invited the Board to attend the Welcome Back to Veterans this Friday from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Civic Auditorium. David Childs, POW, will be in attendance. 
Antique vehicles will be on display. At 7:30 p.m. a Veterans Ball will be held. There is 
no cost to attend the event. 

Lawrence will contact the other Advisory Committee appointees to see if they have any 
interest in serving on the Selection Committee. 

Commissioner Lennox will be a member of the Selection Committee. 

Stone will pull together proposed ByLaws for the Advisory Committee and Board of 
Commissioners' consideration. 

Lawrence noted that the Veterans Ad Hoc Group intends to continue meeting. They 
may be interested in putting together a 501 (3) (c) Non Profit. The Group will be 
meeting on July 1 ih at the Veterans Clinic Building. 

Lawrence informed the Board that the Fair Board did their ground breaking for the new 
outdoor kitchen. The kitchen will not be completed in time for this year's fair. Fund 
raising will continue since there is a need to raise additional funding to finish off the 
project. 

. Alan Morrison asked about the timeline for the hiring of the Veterans Service Officer 
position. 
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Stone stated that the resumes have been received. He is recommending that the 
County prescreen the 40 applications received. As soon as we get the two Advisory 
Committee names who will serve on the Selection Committee we can set up a date to 
review applications. The hiring process may take up to three weeks to complete. 

Item #4 

Stone noted that he met with Commissioner Lennox and Animal Control Officer Brad 
Heinige yesterday to consider the animal control and Request for Proposal (RFP) 
process. During their meeting they considered the comments received from Nolan 
Young, City of The Dalles Manager, and Steve Conover, Chief Deputy Sheriff. They 
went through the draft RFP document and made quite a few changes. At the end of the 
day they thought the appropriate process would be to go out for a $314,000 levy plus 
10% for contingency and non-collection costs. If it passes then the County would put 
out the RFP. 

Commissioner Lennox stated it is really hard to write an RFP and to figure out what the 
costs would be. It got to be overwhelming. They have a pretty good idea of what the 
costs are. The levy would be for $0.20 to $0.22 per thousand of assessed value. 

Stone stated that we would have $173,000 available for operation of the shelter and the 
remainder of the funding would cover Officer Heinige, his vehicle and some 
maintenance of the shelter. Stone noted that these are approximate numbers. 

Some discussion occurred. 

Stone noted that the dollar amount includes the Animal Control Officer, two kennel 
attendants, and a manager and adoption counselor. 

Other Business: 

Commissioner Lennox stated that McBride sent an email to Morris because he was 
unable to approve a purchase order. Morris sent back an email, which was pretty direct 
stating that we would not be making any changes to the system. 

Stone responded by stating that he has already responded to the email. Morris was 
trying to say we would not be reprogramming EDEN. All three of the Commissioners 
should have approving authority. 
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The Board and Stone discussed the purchase of the new assessment and taxation 
software. 

Stone stated that Paul Ferguson, Information Services Manager, is interested in the 
system developed by Polk County. He thinks it is cheaper, it does the job and it is 
owned by the Oregon Counties. 

The proposed Contract will be forwarded to Commissioners Holliday and Lennox for 
their review and comments. 

Karen LeBreton Coats, County Clerk, stopped in to let the Board know that David 
McGaughey applied for the Veterans Service Officer position. She feels that he could 
do the job. 

McBride informed the Board of the request from Marjorie Gove for the County to waive 
the $250 remapping fee requirement for property located in the Mosier area. 

{{{Commissioner Lennox moved that Wasco County agrees to pick up the $250 
remapping fee for the unknown property which will be sold and combined with 
adjacent property owned by Charles and Marjorie Gove. Commissioner Holliday 
seconded the motion; it was then passed unanimously.}}} 

The Board signed: 

-Amended Personal Service Contract between Wasco County, Oregon and Wamic 
Rural Fire Protection District. 
-Amended Intergovernmental Agreement for the Qualitylife Intergovernmental Agency. 
- Order #1 0-085 in the matter of designating the Mosier Fire District as the Repository 
for the books and records of the dissolved Mosier Rural Fire Protection District. 
- Resolution #1 0-027 in the matter of declaring an emergency and authorizing the 
Wasco County Facilities Division to obtain proposals for the demolition and remodel of 
the first floor of the Wasco County Clinic Annex "B" Building. 
-Regular Session Minutes of March 17, 2010. 
- Order #1 0-086 in the matter of establishing fees for Wasco County to charge 
Qualitylife Intergovernmental Agency for services rendered. 
- Regular Session Minutes of July 1, 2009. 
- Executive Session Minutes of July 22, 2009. 
-Special Session Minutes of June 28, 2010. 
- Ordinance #1 0-004 in the matter of the Wasco County Planning & Development 
Department's request to approve amendments to the Land Use and Development 
Ordinance to update the Exclusive Farm Use Zone to create consistency with state 
regulations pursuant to changes resulting from HB 3099 of the 2009 Oregon Legislative 
Session. 
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- Resolution in the matter of the Fiscal Year 2010-2011 Supplemental Budget for the 
General Fund Public Health Department Public Health Division. 

The Board adjourned at 12:32 p.m. 

WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF 
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

2~ 
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STAFF REPORT 
PLALEG-1 0-05-0001 

Amendments to the 
Land Use and Development Ordinance 

Request: 

Prepared by: 

Prepared for: 

Applicant: 

BOCC Hearing Date: 

Applicability: 

Procedure Type: 

Amend the Wasco County Exclusive Farm Use (A-1) 
zone, Section 3.210, to create consistency with state 
regulations pursuant to changes resulting from HB 3099 
of the 2009 legislative session. 

Todd R. Cornett, Pii:mning Director 

Wasco County Board of County Commissioners 

Wasco County Planning & Development 
Department 

7 July 2010 

All Exclusive Farm Use zoned properties in Wasco 
County. 

Legislative 

I. SACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A. The 2009 legislative session implemented House Bill 3099. The bill amends ORS . 
215.283, including the lists of uses permitted in exclusive farm use zones 
applicable to Wasco County: 

B. On or before December 31, 2010, Wasco County must amend the Exclusive 
Farm Use zone to conform to the amendments to ORS 215.283 by section 2 of 
HB 3099. Notwithstanding contrary provisions of state law or Wasco County land 
use regulations relating to public hearings on amendments to an ordinance, as 
long as the amendments are limited to the requirements of HB 3099 no public 
hearing or adoption of findings is required. This language was included in 
recognition that if a county was only interested in implementing the mandated 
amendments there would be~no need or benefit to going through the local 
adoption process. 
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( II. NOTICE & PUBLIC/AGENCY INVOLVEMENT 

A. Notice 

Public: Pursuant to HB 3099 a land use hearing and findings are not required 
therefore public notification is not required. 

Board of County Commissioners Meeting: While a formal land use hearing is not 
required, the Board of County Commissioners will still make the decision to 
amend the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance. This will be 
listed ·as an item on the 7 July 2010 agenda. That agenda will be noticed 
pursuant to regular Board of County Commissioner procedures. 

Department of Land Conservation & Development CDLCD): Notwithstanding the 
expedited adoption process allowed under HB 3099, Wasco County is required 
to send DLCD a 45 notice prior to the decision of the Board of County 
Commissioners and a notice of the decision of the Board of County 
Commissioners no later than 5 days after the date of the decision pursuant to 
ORS 197.610. The hearing is scheduled for 7 July 2010 and the notice was sent· 
to DLCD on 11 May 2010 which is more than 45 days prior to the date of the 
decision. The notice of the decision will be sent no later than 12 July 2010 
consistent with the 5 day time limitation. 

B. Public Involvement 
Pursuant to HB 3099 a land use hearing and findings are not required therefore 
public involvement is not required. Since Wasco County is only making. 
mandatory amendments, public involvement would not result in any additional 
changes. The opportunity for the public to be involved with these updates was 
during the 2009 legislative session when the legislature· took testimony and 
constituents could contact their representatives with regards to HB 3099. 

C. Agency Involvement 
Pursuant to HB 3099 the expedited review and adoption process is only allowed 
if DLCD staff has confirmed in writing that the only effect of the proposed 
amendments is to conform the county's land use regulations to the amendments 
to ORS 215.283 by section 2 of HB 3099. 

( 

On 10 May 2010 the entire draft ordinance was sent informally to Katherine 
Daniels, the DLCD Farm and Forest Specialist for her input. Ms. Daniels 
responded informally on 11 May 2010 that the draft ordinance was consistent 
with HB 3099. . 

On 12 May 2010 staff formally sent the draft ordinance to DLCD pursuant to ORS 
197.610. 

Staff Report (PLALEG-10-05-0001) 
Am.endment of Exclusive Fann Use Zone (Wasco County Planning & Development} 

Page 2 of 7 
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Ill. APPLICABLE WASCO COUNTY LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 

Note: While findings are not required by HB 3099 this report was prepared to create 
consistency with other long range planning projects and to document the steps taken 
to meet all applicable procedural standards were adhered to. 

Chapter 9 - Ordinance Amendments 
Section 9.050(A)(Amendments to the Zoning Ordinance) 
Section 9.080 (Action by County Governing Body) 

IV. FINDINGS 

A. LUDO CRITERIA 

1. Chapter 9 - Ordinance Amendments 

a. Section 9.050(A) Amendments to the Zoning Ordinance 

Amendments to this Ordinance may be initiated by Resolution of the 
County Governing Body referring a proposed amendment to the 
Planning Commission for. its consideration, report and 
recommendations. 

FINDING: The request is consistent with criterion a. 

• 

• 

The Wasco County Board of County Commissioners, in a resolution dated 19 May 
2010, authorized the County Planning and Developmentdepartment to initiate a 
legislative text amendment to the land use and development ordinance to update the 
Exclusive Farm Use Zone to create consistency with state regulations pursuant to 
changes resulting from HB 3099 of the 2009 Oregon Legislative Session. A copy cif 
this resolution is located in the file. 

HB 3099 allows a county to amend its ordinances without findings and hearings 
as long as the amendments are limited to the requirements of HB 3099. Because 
Wasco County is only pursuing mandatory changes, the request is not being 
referred to the Planning Commission. The decision will be made by the Bciard of 
County Commissioners during their regularly scheduled meeting on 7 July 2010 as a 
non land use hearing agenda item. 

b. Section 9.070, Action by County Governing Body 

Upon receipt of the. Planning Commission report, the County 
Governing Body shall take such action as may appear. appropriate to 
that body, or as it feels the public interest requires, provided that in no 
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( 
event shall the County Governing Body act until at least twenty (20) 
days after the Planning Commission recommendation has been 
mailed; · · 

FINDING: Criterion b will be met. 

Pursuant to HB 3099 the Planning Commission is not required to hold an initial hearing 
· and make a recommendation on the proposed amendment. Therefore, the · 
20 day requirement is not applicable. 

• The Board of County Commissioners will review the proposed amendments as a non
hearing agenda item on 7 July 2010 pursuant to HB 3099. At this meeting the Board of 
County Commissioners shall take such action as may appear appropriate to it. 

V. DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED LUDO TEXT AMENDMENTS 

A. Formatting Key: 

atrikeout and mJ§W'~@ii.glfi! = Language to be removed. 

Underline and ~llo]Y~IHi!jjBilg)jff = Language to be added. 

B. Exclusive Farm Use Zone: The following describes proposed amendments to 
the Exclusive Farm Use Zone. Each proposed amendment includes the page 
·number of the zone where it is located. 

-Misc. References: With the removal and the addition of review uses, references 
are being changed. These proposed reference changes are formatted as 
described in A. above.. These changes are not substantive in nature therefore no 
additional description of them is included. 

-Section B (Page 1): ·Two notes were included describing uses to be eliminated 
consistent with HB 3099. These uses are not currently included so they do not 
need to be eliminated · 

-8(3) (Page 1 ): Creation ~ restoration 'm-or enhancement of wetlands that do 
not include development as defined by Section 3. 7 41 in a FEMA designated 
Flood Zone. If the project is located wholly or partially within a FEMA designated 
Flood Zone and includes structural development it shall be subject to Section 
0(11) below. 

These are grammatical changes only. 
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-0( 11) (Page 5): Creation. restoration 'f!f-or enhancement of wetlands that 
includes development as defined by Section 3. 7 41 in a FEMA designated 
floodplain subject to Section 3. 7 40, Flood Hazard Overlay. 

Grammatical change only. 

This is being moved from an allowed use to a conditional use with some 
additional limitations. 

-0(1,!~) (Page 5) Model Aircraft take-off and landing sites including such 
·buildings or facilities as may be reasonably necessary, subject to the following 
standards and the applicable standards of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review: 

a. Buildings and facilities shall not be more than 500 square feet in floor area or 
placed on a permanent foundation unless the building or facility pre-existed 
the use. 

b. The site shall not include an aggregate surface or hard surface area unless 
the surface pre-existed the use. 

c. 

Je. "Model aircraft" means a small-scale version of an airplane, glider, helicopter, 
dirigible or balloon that is used or intended to be used for flight and controlled 
by radio, lines or design by a person on the ground. 

Language to be added is related to charging rent. 
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. c. 

d. 

This is being moved from an allowed use to a conditional use with the 
limitations related to the type of school, who it is primarily used for, its location 
and· its ability to expand. 

-DQ~BlD[ (Page 12): Dog Kennels, except that such uses are prohibited on high 
value farmland, subject to · the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan 
Review. 

Language proposed to be eliminated by HB 3099 does not exist in this use so 
no actual change is being made. 

-or~1f~ (Page 12): Golf courses: A 9 or 18 hole regulation golf course or a 
combination 9 and 18 hole regulation golf course except that such uses are 
prohibited on high value farmland, as;€[effiffecriifffl.®IRB'f;1i9off3l!Xe. subject to Section 
J(13), Additional. Standards below and the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, 
Site Plan Review. 

This high value farmiand reference is to the new definition that was created 
as part of M49 and includes language such as that related to viticulture areas 
not included in the standard definition of high value far.mland in OAR 660-033-
0020. 

C. final editorial revisions: If approved a final editorial revision will be required. 
This will not change the substance of what is approved by the Wasco County 
Board of County Commissioners. It will be limited to editorial changes including 
but not limited section numbers, references to section numbers and headers and 
footers. 
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VI. ·Board of County Commissioner Options 

A. Approve the request as proposed by staff and consistent with HB 3099 to ensure 
compliance with state standards. 

B. Deny the request as proposed by staff resulting in non-compliance with state 
standards on 31 December 2010. 

C. Continue the non-hearing agenda item to a date and time certain for additional 
information and direct staff as to what information is required. · 

VII.Staff Recommendation -Approve the request as proposed by staff and consistent 
with HB 3099 to ensure compliance with state standards. 
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SECTION 3.210 EXCLUSIVE FARM USE ZONE 

A. Purpose 
The purpose of the Exclusive Farm Use Zone _is to preserve and maintain 
agricultural lands for farm use consistent with historical, existing and future needs, 
including economic needs that pertain to the production of agricultural products. And 
to permit the establishment of only those uses that are compatible with agricultural 
activities consistent with the applicable Statutory and Administrative Rule provisions 
of ORS Chapter 215 and OAR Chapter 660, Division 33. 

Uses, buildings or structures hereafter erected, structurally altered, enlarged or 
moved and land hereafter used in the Exclusive Farm Use zone shall comply with 
the following regulations. If these regulations are preempted by mandatory ORS's 
or OAR's those shall be applied directly pursuant to ORS 197.646. 

B. Uses Permitted Without Review 
The following uses may be allowed on lands designated Exclusive Farm Use without 
review. 

FARM/FOREST USES 

1. Farm use as defined by Section 1.090, Definitions and ORS 215.203 that is non
discretionary. 

2. Propagation and harvesting of a forest product. 

NATURAL RESOURCE 

3. Creation ~. restoration ~or enhancement of wetlands that do not include 
development as defined by Section 3.741 in a FEMA designated Flood Zone. If 
the project is located wholly or partially within a FEMA designated Flood Zone 
and includes structural development it shall be subject to Section D(11) below. 

MINERAL, AGGREGATE, SOIL & GAS 

4. Operations for the exploration for minerals as defined by ORS 517.750. Any 
activities or construction relating to such operations shall not be a basis for an 
exception under ORS 197.732(1)(a) or (b). 

Section 3.210 • "A-1" Exclusive 
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5. Operations for the exploration for ·and production of geothermal resources as 
defined by ORS 52:2.005, and oil and gas as defined by ORS 520.005 including 
the placement and operation. of compressors, separators and other customary 
production equipment for an individual well adjacent to the wellhead. 
(Processing of said resources is a conditional use.) · 

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

6. Climbing and passing lanes within a highway right of way existing as of July 1, 
1987. 

7. Reconstruction or modification of public roads and highways, including the 
placement of utility facilities overhead and in the subsurface of public roads and 
highways along .the public right-of-way, but not including additional travel lanes; 
where no removal or displacement of buildings would occur and not resulting in 
any new land parcels. 

8. Temporarv public road and highway detours that will be abandoned and restored 
to original condition when no longer needed. 

9. Minor betterment of existing public roads and highway related facilities such as 
maintenance yards, weigh stations and rest areas within right of way existing as 
of July 1, 1987, and contiguous public owned property utilized to support the 
operation and maintenance of public roads and highways . 

. UTILITY/DISPOSAL FACILITIES 

10. Utility facility service lines: Utility facility service 'lines are utility lines and 
accessory facilities or structures that end at the point where the utility service is 
received by the customer and that are located on one or more of the following: 

a. A public right of way; 

b. Land immediately adjacent to a public right of way, provided the written 
consent of all adjacent property owners has been obtained; or 

c. The property to be served by the utility. 

11. Transport of biosolids to tract of land for application. Pursuant to ORS 215.247 if 
biosolids are transported by vehicle to a tract on which the biosolids will be 
applied to the land under a license, permit or approval issued by the Department 
of Environmental Quality under ORS 454.695, 459.205, 4688.050, 4688.053 or 
4688.055 or in compliance with rules adopted unc{er ORS 4688.095, the 
transport and the land application are allowed outright. 

The application of biosolids which do not meet these criteria is subject to Section 
0(2) below. 

~ "A~1" Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
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12.1rrigation canals.· delivery lines and those structures and accessory operational 
facilities associated with a district as defined in ORS 540.505, 

COMMERCIAL USES 

13.An. outdoor gathering as defined in ORS 433.735 or other gathering of fewer 
than 3,000 persons that is not anticipated to continue for more than 120 hours in 
any three month period. 

14. Minor Home occupation that: 

a. Is carried on within a lawfully established dwelling only by members of the 
family who reside in the dwelling; 

b. Does not serve clients or customers on-site; 

c; Does not produce odor, dust, glare, flashing lights or noise; 

d. Does not occupy more than 25 percent of the floor area of the dwelling; and 

e. Does not include the oncpremises display or sale of stock in trade. 

Any Home Occupation that exceeds these standards is Major and subject to 
Section E(2~"%) below. · 

C. Uses Permitted Subject to Property Development Standards 
The following uses and activities may be allowed subject to a Type I Review on a 
legal parcel designated Exclusive Farm Use subject to the Subsection F - Property 
Development Standards, Chapter 10 - Fire Safety Standards and any other listed 
standards. 

1. Agricultural Structure: Buildings and structures other thari dwellings customarily 
provided in conjunction with farm use subject to meeting the definition in Section 
1.090, Definitions. 

?. Accessory Structure: Buildings and structures accessory to a legally established 
dwelling not provided in conjunction with farm use subject to meeting the 
definition in Section 1.090, Definitions. 

3. A replacement dwelling to be used in conjunction with farm use if the existing 
dwelling has been listed in a county inventory as an historic property and is listed 
on the National Register of Historic Places. The application shall include a Farm 
Management Plan documenting how the replacement dwelling will be used in 
conjunction with a farm use. 

D. Uses Permitted Subject to Standards 
The following uses and activities may be allowed subject to a Type II Review on a 
legal parcel designated Exclusive Farm Use subject to the Subsection F - Property 
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Development Standards, H - Agricultural Protection, Chapter 10 - Fire Safety 
Standards, as well as any other listed, referenced or applicable standards. 

FARM USES 

1. Farm use as defined by Section 1.090, Definitions and ORS 215.203 that is 
discretionary. 

2. Land application of reclaimed water, agricultural process or industrial process 
water or biosolids for agricultural horticultural or silvicultural production, . or for 
irrigation in connection with a use allowed in an exclusive farm use zone, subject 
to the issuance of a license, permit or other approval by the Department of 
Environmental Quality under ORS 454.695, 459.205, 4688.050, 4688.053 or 
4688.055, or in compliance with rules adopted under ORS 4688.095, and must 
be reviewed subject to Section J(11), Additional Standards below. 

COMMERCIAL USES RELATED TO FARM USE 

3. A winery subject to Section J(6), Additional Standards below and the applicable 
provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review: 

4. A facility for the processing of farm crops or the production of biofuel as defined 
in ORS 315.141 subject to the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan 
Review following: 

a. The farm on which the processing facility is located must provide at least one
quarter of the farm crops processed at the facility. 

b. The building established for the processing facility shall not exceed 10,000 
square feet of floor area exclusive of the floor area designated for the 
preparation, storage or other farm use or devote more than 10,000 square 
feet to the processing activities within another building supporting farm use. 

c. A processing facility shall comply with all applicable siting standards but the 
standards shall not be applied in a manner that prohibits the siting of the 
processing facility. No division of a lot or parcel shall be approved to 
separate a processing facility from the farm operation on which it is l.ocated. 

5. Farm stands subject to Section J(12), Additional Standards below and the 
applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review: 

RESIDENTIAL USES 

6. Farm Dwelling: One single family dwelling customarily provided in conjunction 
with farm use, subject to Section J(5), Additional Standards below. 

7. Accessory Farm. Dwelling(s): An accessory farm dwelling is a single family 
dwelling occupied by a person or persons principally engaged in the farm use of. 
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the land and whose seasonal or year-round assistance in the management of the 
farm use such as planting, harvesting, marketing or caring for livestock, is or will be 
required by the farm operator. Accessory farm dwelling includes all types of 
residential struCtures allowed by applicable state building code. Accessory farm 
dwellings are also subject to Section J(2), Additional Standards beloW. 

8. Relative Farm Dwelling: A single family dwelling on property used for farm use, 
to be occupied by a relative of the farm operator or farm operator's spouse and 
located on the same lot or parcel as the farm operator's dwelling, subject to the 
following standards: 

a. The relative is a child, parent, stepparent, grandchild, grandparent, 
stepgrandparent, sibling, stepsibling, niece, nephew or first cousin of the farm 
operator or the farm operator's spouse; 

·b. The farm operator does, or will require the assistance of the relative in the 
management of the farm use; 

c. The farm operator shall continue to play the predominant role in the 
management and farm use of the farm. A farm operator is a person who 
operates a farm, doing the work and making the day-to-day decisions about 
such things as planting, harvesting, feeding and marketing; and 

d. The farm· operator shall submit a farm management plan documenting how 
the relative dwelling is necessary for maintaining the farm use. 

9. Lot of Record Dwelling: One single family dwelling on a lot or tract of record less 
than 80 acres, which does not otherwise qualify for a dwelling Subject to Section 
E(5) (Non-Farm Dwelling) below and also subject to Section J(4), Additional 
Standards below. · 

10.Aiteration, restoration relocation. or replacement of a lawfully established 
dwelling subject to Section J(3), Additional Standards below. 

NATURAL RESOURCE 

11. Creation. restoration m.-or enhancement of wetlands that includes development 
as defined by Section 3.741in a FEMA designated floodplain subject to Section 
3.740, Flood Hazard Overlay. 

UTILITY/ENERGY FACILITIES 

Pursuant to Section 4.070, General Exceptions to Building Height Requirements, 
these uses do not require a variance if they exceed 35 feet in height. 

12. Utility facilities "necessarv" for public service, including wetland waste treatment 
systems, but not including commercial utility facilities for the purpose of 
generating electrical power for public use by sale, or transmission towers over 
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200 feet in height, subject to Section J(8), Additional Standards below ahd the 
applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

13.ATransmission Facility under 200 feet in height subject to J(8)(a)(1)- (6) below 
and the applicable Subject to Standards criteria of Chapter 19. 

14.A Wind Facility. Wind Energy Conversion System CWECS) or Wind 
Measurement Device pursuant to the applicable Subject to Standards criteria of 
Chapter 19. · 

15.A Hydroelectric Facility pursuant to the applicable Subject to Standards criteria of 
Chapter 19. · 

PARKS/PUBLIC/QUASI~PUBLIC FACILITIES 

tf~.Model Aircraft take-off and landing sites including such buildings or facilities as 
may be reasonably necessary, subject to the following standards and the 
applicable standards of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review: 

a. Buildings and facilities shall not be more than 500 square feet in floor area or 
placed on a permanent foundation unless the building or facility pre-existed 

· the use. 

b. The site shall not include an aggregate surface or hard surface area unless 
the surface pre-existed the. use. 

c. 

~."Model aircraft" means a small-scale version of an airplane, glider, helicopter, 
dirigible or balloon that is used or intended to be used for flight and controlled 
by radio, lines or design by a person on the ground. 

1iif.Churches and cemeteries in conjunction with churches consistent with pRS 
215.441, except that no such use may be authorized within three miles of an 
urban growth boundary, unless an exception is approved pursuant to ORS 
197.732 and OAR 660 Division 4, and further that no such use may be 
authorized on high value farmland. Existing facilities wholly within a farm zone 
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may be maintained, enhanced or expanded on the same tract. 'This use is 
subject to the. applicable standards of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

MISCELLANEOUS USES 

f§];.On-site filming and related accessory uses may be conducted provided the use 
does not exceed 45 days, subject to Section J(15), Additional Standards below. 
On-site filming in excess of 45 days is a conditional use. 

E. Conditional Uses 
The following uses and activities may be allowed subject to a Type II or Type Ill 
Review on a legal parcel designated Exclusive Farm Use subject to Subsection F -
Property Development Standards, H - Agricultural Protection, Chapter 5 -
Conditional Use Review, Chapter 10 - Fire Safety Standards as well as any other 
listed, referenced, or applicable standards. 

FARM/FOREST USES 

1. Propagation, cultivation. maintenance. and harvesting of aquatic or insect 
. species that are not under the jurisdiction of the State Fish and Wildlife 

Commission or insect species. Insect species shall not include any species 
under quarantine by the State Department of Agriculture or the United States 
Department of Agriculture. Notice of all applications under this shall shell be sent 
to the State Department of Agriculture at least 20 calendar days prior to any 
administrative decision or initial public hearing on the application. 

2. Primarv processing of forest products, subject to the following: 

a. Such facility does not seriously interfere with accepted farming practices and 
is compatible with farm uses as defined. 

b. Such facility may be approved for a one-year period which is renewable. 

c .. The facility is intended to be only portable or temporary in nature. 

d. The primary processing of a forest product, as used in this section, means 
the use of a portable chipper or stud mill or other similar methods of initial 
treatment of a forest product in order to enable its shipment to market. 
Forest products as used in this section means timber grown upon a tract 
where the primary processing facility is located. 

COMMERCIAL USES RELATED TO FARM USE 

3. Commercial activities in conjunction with farm use as defined in ORS 215.203, 
including the processing .of farm crops into biofuel not otherwise allowed in the 
definition of farm use or by Section 0(4) above, subject to Section J(16), 
Additional Standards below and the applicable standards of Chapter 20, Site 
Plan Review. 
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4. Farm ranch recreation including but not limited to hunting preserves, fishing, fly 
fishing and tying clinics, trap and skeet range, archery range, ranch skills, 
horsemanship, equine eventing, habitat improvement, wildlife viewing, and 
outdoor schools in conjunction with a commercial farming operation subject to 
Section J(7), Additional Standards below. and Sections 20.010 - 20.090 of 
Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

In season fee hunting shall not be included in Farm Ranch Recreation unless it 
includes lodging or is part of a larger farm ranch recreation operation. 

RESIDENTIAL USES 

5. Non-Farm Dwelling: One single family dwelling not provided in conjunction with 
farm use, subject to Section J(1), Additional Standards, below. 

6. A temporarv medical hardship dwelling for the term of hardship suffered by the 
existing resident or relative subject to Section 8.070, Temporary Use of a Mobile 
Home (Family Hardship): 

7. Residential home which means a residential treatment or training or adult foster 
home in an existing dwelling licensed by or under the authority of the 
department, as defined in ORS 443.400, under ORS 443.400 to 443.825, a 
residential facility registered under ORS 443.480 to 443.500 or an adult foster 
home licensed under ORS 443.705 to 443.825 that provides residential care 
alone or in conjunction with treatment or training or a combination thereof for five 
or fewer individuals who need not be related (or as further defined in ORS 
197.660) subject to the applicable standards of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

ENERGY/UTILITY/SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES 

8. Commercial utility facilities (Wind, Hydroelectric· or Other) for the purpose of 
generating power for public use by sale. This use is subject to the applicable 
provisions of Chapter 19,. Standards. for Energy Facilities and Commercial 
Energy Facilities and Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. A wind power generation 
facility shall also be subject to Section J(17), Additional Standards below 

9. Transmission towers greater than 200 feet in height and transmission facilities 
pursuant to the applicable provisions of Chapter 19, Standards for Energy 
Facilities and Commercial Energy Facilities. 

10.A site for disposal of soiid waste approved by a city or county governing body 
and for which a permit has been granted by the Department of Environmental 
Quality under ORS 459.245, including the equipment, facilities, and building 
necessary for its operation, except that such uses are prohibited on high value 
farmland subject to the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 
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11. Composting facilities (excluding non-green feedstocks) for which a permit has 
been granted by DEQ under ORS 459.245 and OAR 340-96-020 subject to 
Section J(1 0), Additional Standards below and the applicable provisions of 
Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

MINERAUAGGREGATE/GEOTHERMAL USES 

12.Aggregate: Operations conducted for the mining, crushing or stockpiling of 
mineral, aggregate and other subsurface resources subject to Section J(9), 
Additional Standards below, Section 3.800, Mineral & Aggregate Overlay and the 
applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

13. Processing, as defined by ORS 517.750. of aggregate into asphalt or Portland 
cement, except that asphalt production shall not be permitted within two miles of 
a producing orchard or vineyard, which is planted as of the date that the 
application for asphalt production is filed, and subject to WCLUDO Section 
3.800, Mineral and Aggregate Overlay and the applicable provisions of Chapter 
20, Site Plan Review. 

14. Processing of other mineral resources and other subsurface resources. 

15.Mining and processing of geothermal resources as defined in ORS 522.005 and 
oil and gas as defined by ORS 520.005 not otherwise permitted in Section 8(5) 
above and the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

TRANSPORTATION 

16. Personal use airports for airplanes and helicopter pads, including associated 
hangars, maintenance and service facilities. A personal-use airport, means an 
airstrip restricted, except for aircraft emergencies, to use by the owner, and, on 
an infrequent and occasional basis, by invited guests, and by commercial 
aviation activities in connection with agricultural operations. No aircraft may be 
based on a personal-use airport other than those owned or controlled by the 
owner of the airstrip. Exceptions to the activities permitted under this definition 
may be granted through waiver action by the Oregon Department of Aviation in 
specific instances. A personal-use airport lawfully existing as of September 13, 
1975, shall continue to be permitted subject to any applicable rules of the 
Oregon Department of Aviation. 

17. Construction of additional passing and travel lanes requiring the acquisition of 
right of way, but not resulting in the creation of new land parcels. 

18. Reconstruction or modification of public roads and highways involving the 
removal or displacement of structures but not resulting in the creation of new 
land parcels. 
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19.1mprovement of public roads and highway related facilities such as maintenance 
. yards, weigh stations, and rest areas, where additional property or right of way is 

required, but not resulting in the creation of new land parcels. 

20. Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 
otherwise allowed by this ordinance subject to: 

a. Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 
other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; 
or 

b. ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 
Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529, Oregon 
Laws 1993. 

PARKS/PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC FACILITIES 

21. Fire service facilities providing rural fire protection services subject to the 
applicable standards of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

22. Communitv centers owned by a government agency or a nonprofit organization 
and operated primarily by and for residents of the local rural community subject 
to the applicable standards of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

A community center authorized under this section may provide services to 
veterans, including but not limited to emergency and transitional shelter, 
preparation and service of meals, vocational and educational counseling and 
referral to local, state or federal agencies providing medical, mental health, 
disability income replacement and substance abuse services, only in a facility 
that is in existence on January 1, 2006. The services may not include direct 
delivery of medical, mental health, disability income replacement or substance 
abuse services. 

23. Parks and playgrounds A public park includes only the uses specified under 
OAR 660-034-0035 or 660-034-0040 whichever is applicable and may only be 

.established subject to the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review 
and ORS 195.120, 

24. Expansion of existing county fairgrounds and activities directly relating to county 
fairgrounds governed ·by county fair boards established pursuant to ORS 
565.210 subject to the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 

25.Any gathering subject to review by a county planning commission under the 
provisions of ORS 433.76. These gatherings and any part of which is held in . 
open spaces are those of more than 3,000 persons which continue or can 
reasonably be expected to continue for more than 120 hours within any three
month period subject to the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Pial) 
Review. · 
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b. 

COMMERCIAL USES 

2ff].Major Home occupation subject to the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site 
Plan Review. Construction of a structure that would not otherwise be allowed in 
the zone is not permitted. 

2),!!.Home Occupation with Room and Board or (Bed and Breakfast) arrangements 
in an existing residence, but may not be sited adjacent to or on high value lands 
within two (2) miles of the National Scenic Area Boundary subject to the 
applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review and the following. 

a. Room and board arrangements shall: 

(1) Not exceed accommodations for five unrelated. persons beyond the 
inhabitants of the house; and 

(2) Include month to month rental with food contract. 

b. Bed and breakfast arrangements shall: 

(1) Not exceed five rooms; 

(2) Limit occupation by guests to no more than 30 consecutive days; and 

(3) Only allow breakfast to be served to guests and no other meals. 
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fJ~.Home Occupation to Host Commercial Events: The commercial events are 
associated with a farm use, lawfully approved winery, bed and breakfast or farm 
ranch recreation and includes weddings, receptions, parties, bicycle races 
confined to the subject parcel(s) and other small-scale gatherings hosted for a 
fee that are incidental and subordinate to the primary use of the parcel. The use 
is subject to the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. 
Construction of a structure that would not otherwise be allowed in the zone is not 
permitted. 

If the commercial event is in conjunction with a farm use, the applicant shall 
submit a Farm Management Plan which includes documentation that the 
property is capable of meeting the Farm Dwelling income test in Section J(5)(b) 
be[ ow. 

~!3U'!Dog Kennels, except that such uses are. pr~hibited on high value farmland, · 

~~!~-fJl?ct~~~=~:,a~vi_~9n~9! SJl<!pteJ ?~'"~~e Plan Review. :tr~®l\1:~ 
RWBQ?)?OO'Qn!i~eiJJJ;JJ@~CI~~~lBJ!6,0!il$iCI~es\illl.dt~exJskJ 

?Rm.Private parks. playgrounds. and campgrounds. as defined in Section 1.090, 
Definitions, except that such uses are prohibited on high value farmland, subject 
to Section J(14) Additional Standards below and the applicable provisions of 
Chapter 20, Site Plan Review . 

. :L!f.@.Golf courses: A 9 or 18 hole regulation golf course or a combination 9 and 18 
hole regulation golf course except that such uses are prohibited on high value 
farmland, lfs1fa€!YmWdiiinti®RS~119'5l'3'ID0, subject to Section J(13), Additional 
Standards below and the of C 20 Site Plan Review. 

?~~.Operations for the extraction · and bottling of water subject to applicable 
provisions of Chapter 20, 'Site Plan Review. 

~~.On-site filming if the activity exceeds 45 days on any site within a one-year 
period or involves the erection of sets that would remain in place for longer than 
45 days. These activities may include administrative or security functions and 
may include the use of campers, trailers, or similar temporary facilities. This use 
is also subject to Section J(15), Additional Standards below and the applicable 
provisions of Chapter 20, Site Plan Review. · · 

F. Property Development Standards . . 
Property development standards are designed to preserve and protect the character 
and integrity of agricultural lands, and minimize potential conflicts between 
agricultural operations and adjoining property owners. A variance subject to 
WCLUDO Chapter 6, or Chapter 7 may be utilized to alleviate an exceptional or 
extraordinary circumstances that would otherwise preclude the parcel from being 
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utilized. A variance to these standards is not to be used to achieve a preferential 
siting that could otherwise be achieved by adherence to these prescribed standards. 

1. Setbacks 

a. Property Line 

(1) All dwellings (farm and non farm) and accessorv structures not in 
conjunction with farm· use, shall comply with the following property line 
setback requirements: 

(a) If adjacent land is being used for perennial or annual crops, the 
setback shall be a minimum of 200 feet from the property line. 

(b) If adjacent land js being used for grazing, is zoned Exclusive Farm Use 
and has never been cultivated or is zoned F-1 or F-2, the setback shall 
be a minimum of 100 feet from the property line. 

(c) If the adjacent land is not in agricultural production and not designated 
Exclusive Farm Use, F-1 or F-2, the setback shall be a minimum 25 
Feet from the property line. 

(d) If any of the setbacks listed above conflict with the Sensitive Wildlife 
Habitat Overlay the following shall apply and no variance shall be 
required: 

i. The structure shall be set back a minimum of 25 feet from the road 
right of way or easement; 

ii. The structure shall be located within 300 feet of the road right of 
way or easement pursuant Section 3.920(F)(2), Siting Standards; 
and 

iii. As part of the application the applicant shall document how they 
are siting the structure(s) to minimize impacts to adjacent 
agricultural uses to the greatest extent practicable. 

(2) Farm structures shall be set back a minimum of 25 feet from the property 
line. 

(3) Additions, modifications or relocation of existing structures shall comply 
with all EFU setback standards. Any proposal that cannot meet these 
standards is subject to the following: 

(a) Dwellings: The proposed addition modification or relocation shall not 
result in nonconformity or greater nonconformity to property line 
setbacks or resource buffer requirements unless the addition will 
extend a structure further away from and perpendicular to the property 
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line or resource. Any proposal that would place a relocated dwelling or 
extend an· existing dwelling into or further toward the property line or 
resource, or expand an existing dwelling parallel into a setback or 
buffer shall also be subject to Chapters 6 & 7, Variances and any other 
applicable review criteria. 

(b) Farm & Non-Farm buildings and structures: The proposed addition, 
modification or relocation shall not result in nonconformity or greater 
nonconformity to property line setbacks· · or resource buffer 
requirements. If the building or structure currently conforms to all 
setback standards and the proposal would result in non-conformity a 
Chapter 6 or 7 variance will be required. If the building or structure 
currently does not conform to all setback standards and the proposal 
would increase the non-conformity it shall be subject to the applicable 
provisions of Chapter 13, Nonconforming Uses, Buildings and Lots. 

(4) Property line setbacks do not apply to fences, signs, roads, or retaining 
walls less than four (4) feet in height. 

Front yard (road) property line setbacks do not apply to parking areas for 
farm related uses. However, parking areas for farm related uses must 
meet side and rear yard property line setbacks. 

b. Waterways: 

(1) Resource Buffers: All bottoms of foundations of permanent structures, or 
similar permanent fixtures shall be setback from the high water line or 
mark, along all streams, lakes rivers, or wetlands. 

(a) A minimum distance of one hundred (1 00) feet when measured 
horizontally at a right angle for all waterbodies designated as fish 
bearing by any federal, state or local inventory. . 

(b) A minimum distance of fifty (50) feet when measured horizontally at a 
right angle for all waterbodies designated as non fish bearing by any 
federal, state or local inventory. 

(c) A. minimum distance of twenty five (25) feet when measured 
horizontally at a right angle for all waterbodies . (seasonal or 
permanent) not identified on any federal, state or local inventory. 

(d) If the proposal does not meet these standards it shall be subject to 
Section (a)(3), Additions or Modifications to Existing Structures, above. 

(e) The following uses are not required to meet the waterway setbacks, 
however they must be sited, designed and constructed to minimize 
intrusion into the riparian area to the greatest extent possible: 
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(i) Fences; 

(ii) Stre~ts, roads, and paths; 

(iii) Drainage facilities, utilities, and irrigation pumps; 

(iv)Water-related and water~dependent uses such as docks and 
bridges; 

(v) Forest practices regulated by the Oregon Forest Practices Act; 

(vi)Agricultural activities and farming practices, not including the 
construction of buildings, structures or impervious surfaces; and 

(vii)Replacement of existing structures with structures in the same 
location that do not disturb additional riparian surface area. 

(2) Floodplain: Any development including but not limited to buildings, 
structures or excavation, proposed within a FEMA designated flood zone, 
or sited in an area where the Planning Director cannot deem the 
development reasonably safe from flooding shall be subject to Section 
3.740, Flood Hazard Overlay. 

c. Irrigation Ditches: 
All dwellings. and structures shall be located outside of the easement of any 
irrigation or water district. In the absence of an easement, all dwellings and 
structures shall be located a minimum of 50 feet from the centerline of 
irrigation ditches and pipelines which continue past the subject parcel to 
provide water to other property owners. Substandard setbacks must receive 
prior approval from the affected irrigation district. These setbacks do not 
apply to fences and signs. 

d. Wasco County Fairground 

(1) Front Yard -No structure other than a fence or sign shall be located closer 
than ten (1 0) feet from the rights-of-way of a public road. 

(2) Side Yard - No structure other than a fence or sign shall be located closer 
than seven (7) feet for buildings not exceeding two and one-half (2 & 1/2) 
stories in height; for buildings exceeding two and one-half stories in height, 
such side yard shall be increased three (3) feet in width for every story or 
portion thereof that such buildings' height exceeds two and one-half stories. 

(3) Rear Yard - No structure other than a fence shall be located closer than ten 
( 1 0) feet from the rear yard property line. 

(4) RV Spaces - RV spaces are subject to the setback requirements of 
Chapter 17, Recreational Vehicle Parks. 
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(5) Existing & Replacement Structures - All lawfully established structures 
which do not conform to current setback standards shall be allowed to be 
expanded, or replaced and expanded into the required setback as long as 
the expansion does not encroach upon the required setback more than 
the existing structure. -

2. Height: Except for those uses allowed by Section 4.070, General Exception to · 
Building Height Requirements, no building or structure shall exceed a height of 
35 feet. Height is measured from average grade. 

3. Vision Clearance -'Vision clearance on corner properties shall be a minimum of 
thirty (30) feet. 

4. Signs: 

a. Permanent signs shall not project beyond the property lirie. 

b. Signs shall not be illuminated or capable of movement. 

c. Permanent signs shall describe only uses permitted and conducted on the 
property on which the sign is located. 

d. Size and Height of Permanent Signs: 

(1) Freestanding signs shall be limited to twelve square feet in area and 8 
feet in height measured from natural grade. 

(2) Signs on buildings are permitted in a ratio of one square foot of sign area 
to each linear foot of building frontage but in no event shall exceed 32 
square feet and shall not project above the building. 

e. Number of permanent signs: 

(1) Freestanding signs shall be limited to one at the entrance of the property .. 
Up to one additional sign may be placed in each direction of vehicular 

traffic running parallel to the property if they are more than 750 feet from 
the entrance of the property. 

(2) Signs on buildings shall be limited to one per building and only allowed on 
buildings conducting the use being advertised. 

f. Temporary signs such as signs advertising the sale or rental of the premise 
are permitted provided the sign .is erected no closer than ten feet from the 
public road right-of-way. 

5. Lighting: Outdoor lighting shall be sited, limited in intensity, shielded and hooded 
in a manner that prevents the lighting from projecting onto adjacent properties, 
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roadways and waterways. Shielding and hooding materials shall be composed 
of nonreflective, opaque materials. 

6. Parking - Off street parking shan be provided in accordance with Chapter 20. 

7. New Driveways: All new driveways and increases or changes of use for existing 
driveways which access a public road shall obtain a Road Approach Permit .from 
the appropriate jurisdiction, either the Wasco County Public Works Department 
or the Oregon Dept. of Transportation. 

G. Propertv Size Standards 
Subdivisions and Series Partitions pursuant to ORS 92.010 - 92.190, and 92.305-
92.495: Subdivisions are prohibited in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone. Series 
Partitions for non-farm uses are prohibited in the Exclusive Farm Use Zone .. 

1. Farm Divisions: 

a. 40 Acre: There shall be a 40 acre minimum land division for farm parcels in 
the A-1(40) zone. 

b. 80 Acre: There shall be a 80 acre minimum land division for farm parcels in 
the A-1(160) zone_ to allow for land divisions around higher value per acre 
crops. All proposed farm parcels at least 80 acres but less than 160 acres 
shall meet the following standards: 

(1) A farm management plan shall be submitted with the application. The 
farm management plan shall also include an evaluation of the following: 

(a) The property size shall be large enough to keep commercial farms and 
ranches in the area successful and not contribute to their decline. This 
evaluation shall include the potential negative impacts such as 
increasing traffic on farm to market roads or adding practices or uses 
that would conflict with existing accepted farming practices on adjacent 
farms. 

(b)Determine the nature of this type of commercial agricultural enterprise 
in the county, or within the surrounding area. 

(2) The proposed farm parcel or parcels have been planted in a higher value 
per acre crop adequate to meet the income requirement in (3) below; 

(3) Income Test 

The proposed farm parcel or parcels are each capable of producing 
$250,000 In gross annual income (2009 dollars adjusted for inflation at an 
annual rate of *2.375%) from the sale of farm products. 
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Capability of producing the gross annual income described above shall be 
shown in one of two ways. 

(a) Documentation of actual gross income received during the last two 
years or three of the last five years. 

(b)Documentation that the current amount of acreage planted on the 
proposed farm parcel or parcels are each capable of producing the 
gross income described above. This documentation shall be prepared 
by a professional with the credentials to make such a determination 
such as a representative of the Oregon Department of Agriculture or 
Oregon State Extension Office. The documentation shall include the 
following: · 

(i) Identify the type(s) and size(s) of viable farms that comprise this 
commercial agriculturai enterprise in the county, or within the 
surrounding area which meet or exceed the gross income 
described above. 

(ii) Identify soils, topography, land forms, slopes, solar access, 
irrigation, rainfall, sunlight of viable farms that comprise this type of 
commercial enterprise and compare those to the proposed 
property. 

(iii)ls there an identified industry with infrastructure for this type of 
commercial enterprise within the county or surrounding area? If so, 
how will this operation contribute to that enterprise? If not, will it be 
viable on its own? . 

Approval of a request to divide agricultural land to the 80-acre minimum 
does not necessarily guarantee a farm dwelling. Any subsequent request 
for a farm dwelling will have to meet applicable standards set forth in 
Section D(5), Farm Dwelling above. 

*It is the intention of the Wasco County Court to reevaluate the validity of this inflationary 
adjustment percentage by 2014. 

c. 160 Acre: There shall be a 160 acre minimum land division for all parcels in 
the Exclusive Farm Use Zone that are not within the A-1(40) zone and cannot 
meet the 80 acre minimum test in b above. 

2. Non-Farm Divisions (Part of Parcel) 

a. Non-Farm Dwelling & Non-Farm Use Divisions. 

(1) A one time division of land to create: 

· (a) Up to two new parcels no less than 2 acres in size and no greater than 
20 acres in size, each to contain a dwelling not provic;led in conjunction 
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with farm use, only if the dwelling has been authorized in accordance 
with Section E(5), Non-Farm Dwelling above; or 

(b) A parcel to contain a nonfarm use, except dwellings, listed in Section 
(E), Conditional Uses above, unless otherwise precluded by statute. 
The parcel shall be the minimum size needed to accommodate the 
use in a manner consistent with other provisions of l~w; 

(2) The parcel(s) are divided from a lot or parcel that was lawfully created in 
its current configuration prior to July 1, 2001. This date applies to 
properties even if they were created after July 1, 2001 pursuant to this 
section; 

(3) The parcel(s) are divided from a lot or parcel that exceeds 160 acres and 
which will continue to meet or exceed 160 acres after the division; 

(4) The parcel(s) are generally unsuitable for the production of farm crops 
and livestock or merchantable tree species considering· the terrain, 
adverse soil or land conditions, drainage or flooding, vegetation, location 
and size of the tract. A parcel may not be considered unsuitable based 
solely on size or location if the parcel can reasonably be put to farm or 
forest use in-conjunction with other land; and 

(5) The parcels for the nonfarm dwellings are not located in the "A-1(40)" 
zone. 

(6) The non-farm parcels shall b~ disqualified from special assessment 
pursuant to Section J(1)(g) below. 

(7) The non-farm parcels do not have established water rights for irrigation. 

b. Park and Open Space Divisions: A land division for the purpose of allowing a 
provider of public parks or open space, or a not-for-profit land conservation 
organization, to purchase at least one of the resulting parcels subject to the 
following: · 

(1) A parcel created by the land division that already contains a dwelling is 
large enough to support continued residential use of the parcel; and 

(2) A parcel created pursuant to this subsection that does not contain a 
dwelling: 

(a) Is not eligible for siting a dwelling, except as may be authorized under 
ORS 195.120; 

(b) May not be considered in approving or denying an application for siting 
any other dwelling; 
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(c) May not be considered in approving a redesignation or rezoning of 
forestlands except for a redesignation or rezoning to allow a public 
park, open space or other natural resource use; and · 

(d) May hot be smaller -than 25 acres unless the purpose of the land 
division is: 

(i) To facilitate the creation of a wildlife or pedestrian corridor or the 
implementation of a wildlife habitat protection plan; or 

(ii) To allow a transaction in which at least one party is a public park or 
open space provider, or a not-for-profit land conservation 
organization, that has cumulative ownership of at least 2,000 acres 
of open space or park property. 

H. Agricultural Protection: The uses listed in Section D, Uses Allowed Subject to 
Standards and E, ·Conditional Uses must meet the following standards: 

1. Farm-Forest Management Easement: The landowner is required to sign and 
record in the deed records for the county a document binding the landowner, and 
the landowner's successors in interest, prohibiting them from pursuing a claim for 
relief or case of action alleging injury from farming or forest practices for which 
no action or claim is allowed under ORS 30.936 or 30.937. 

2. Protection for Generally Accepted Farming and Forestrv Practices - Complaint 
and Mediation Process: The landowner will receive a copy of this document. 

I. Challenging Soil Class Rating 

1. Lot of Record: For the purposes of approving a Lot of Record application under 
Section D(9) above, the soil class, soil rating or other soil designation of a 
specific lot or parcel may be changed if the property owner: 

a. Submits a statement of agreement from the Natural Resources Conservation 
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture that the soil class, soil 
rating or other soil designation should be adjusted based on new information; 
or 

b. Submits the following: 

(1) Report from a soils scientist whose credentials are acceptable to the State 
Department of Agriculture that the soil class, soil rating or other soil 
designation should be changed; and 

(2) Statement from the State Department of Agriculture that the Director of 
Agriculture or the director's designee has reviewed the report described in 
subparagraph (1) above of this section and finds the analysis in the report 
to be soundly and scientifically based. 
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2. All Other: The soil class or soil rating oP other soil designation of a specific lot or 
parcel on lands other than Lot of Record as specified above, or High Value soils 
as specified by NRCS, may be changed if the property owner: -

a. Submits a report to the Wasco County Plannin£) Department from an 
accredited soils scientist, certified by ARCPACS that the soil class, soil rating 
or other soil designation should be changed and the rationale for the soil 
class change. The report will include the following technical data: 

(1) Copy of the most current National Cooperative Soil Survey map(s) for the 
specified area; 

(2) Methods used by the Soil Scientist; 

(3) Level of order of survey used in field survey, scale, type of maps, number 
of sample locations and observation points all confirming or disagreeing 
with the NRCS mapping units; 

(4) Methods used for observations (backhoe, auger, shovel, etc.) and 
methods used for documentation; 

(5) Notation of any limitations encountered; 

(6) Results, findings and decisions; 

(7) Overview of geology, parent material, and related factors; 

(8) Description of landforms, topography, confirming relationship of landforms 
to soil mapping units; 

(9) Description of on-site and adjacent hydrology, including surface and 
subsurface features; 

(1 O)Description of revised soil mapping units; 

b. Acquires Wasco County Planning Department administrative approval of soils 
class change, in conjunction with land use application request. 

J. Additional Standards 

1. Non-Farm Dwelling: 

a. The parcel is not within the A-1(40) Zone. 

b. There is no other dwelling on the parcel; 
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c. The site shall have appropriate physical characteristics such as adequate 
drainage, proper sanitation and water facilities to accommodate a residence 
or other non-farm use; 

d. Criteria for Farmland within the EFU Zone: 

The dwelling is situated upon a lot or· parcel, or a portion of a lot or parcel, 
that is generally unsuitable land for the production of farm crops and 
livestock, considering the terrain, adverse soil or land conditions, drainage 
and flooding, vegetation, location and size of the tract. A lot or parcel shall 
not be considered unsuitable solely because of size or location if it can 
reasonably be put to farm or forest use in conjunction with other land. 

A lot or parcel is not "generally unsuitable" simply because it is too small to 
be farmed profitably by itself. If a lot or parcel can be sold, leased, rented or 
otherwise managed as a part of a commercial farm or ranch, it is not 
"generally unsuitable." A lot or parcel is presumed to be suitable if it is 
composed predominantly of Class I - VI soils. Just because a lot or parcel is 
unsuitable for one farm use does not mean it·is not suitable for another farm 
use. 

The term "generally unsuitable" is vague. The following criteria define and 
specify in clear, objective, measurable means what is generally unsuitable 
land for agriculture in Wasco County. 

(1) On parcels less than 80 acres that were created prior to January 1, 1993, 
and parcels created pursuant to the Non-Farm Division (Part of Parcel) 
provisions when the entire parcel is found to be generally unsuitable. 
That is, over 50% of the parcel is a Class VII or poorer soil as determined 
by the NRCS Soil Survey for Wasco County, and (one) 1 of the criterion 
listed in (3) below . 

. 
(2) On parcels at least 80 acres but less than 160 acres that were created 

prior to January 1, 1993, a portion of the parcel that is identified for the 
dwelling site is a Class VII soil or poorer as determined by the NRCS Soil 
Survey for Wasco County, and (one) 1 of the criterion listed in (3) below. 

(3) Generally Unsuitable Criteria: 

(a) predominantly greater than 40 %slope, or 

(b) produces less than 25 bushels per acre wheat or cereal grains crop, 
or less than 1 ton per acre of alfalfa or other type of hay as per Farm 
Service Agency (FSA) registered field crop information. Averages shall 

. be based on acres iri production, or · 

(c) never been cropped according to the ASCS (FSA) aerial photos and 
records, and requires more than 5 acres per AUM based on the soil 
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productivity as shown in the most up to date soils survey or on a field 
determination conducted by an authorized professional using Natural 
Resource Conservation RCS standards. · 

e. Criteria for Forested land within the EFU zone 

(1) If the parcel is unsuitable for agricultural use and is under forest 
assessment, the dwelling shall be situated upon generally unsuitable land 
for the production of merchantable tree species recognized by the Forest 
Practices Rules, considering the terrain, adverse soil or land .conditions, 
drainage and flooding, vegetation, location and size of the parcel. If a lot 
or parcel is under forest assessment, the .area is not "generally 
unsuitable" simply because it is too small to be managed for forest 
production profitably by itself. If a lot or parcel under forest assessment 
can be solq, leased, rented or otherwise managed as a part of a forestry 
operation, it is not "generally unsuitable". 

(2) If a lot or parcel is under forest assessment, it is presumed unsuitable if it 
is composed predominantly of soils capable of producing less than 20 
cubic feet of wood fiber per acre per year and may qualify for a dwelling if 
it can be found that: 

(a) The dwelling is compatible; and 

(b) The dwelling does not seriously interfere with forest or farm uses on 
surrounding land and it must not force a significant change in forest 
practices or significantly incre.ase the cost of those practices on the 
surrounding land; and 

f. Cumulative Impact: The dwelling will not materially alter the stability of the 
overall land use pattern of the area. In determining whether a proposed 
nonfarm dWelling will· alter the stability of the land use pattern· in· the area, 
consideration shall be given to the cumulative impact of nonfarm dwellings on 
other lots or parcels in the area similarly situated by applying the following 
standards: 

(1) Identify a study area for the cumulatiVe impacts analysis. The study area 
shall. include at least 2000 acres or a smaller area not less than 1 000 

· acres, if the smaller area is a distinct agricultural area based on 
topography, soil types, land use pattern, or the type of farm or ranch 
operations or practices that distinguish it from other, adjacent agricultural 
areas. Findings shall describe the study area, its boundaries, the location 
of the subject parcel within this area, why the selected area is 
representative of the land use pattern surrounding the subject parcel and 
is adequate to conduct the analysis required by this standard. Lands 
zoned for rural residential or other urban or nonresource uses shall not be 
included in the study area; 
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(2) Identify within the study area the broad types of farm uses (irrigated or 
nonirrigated crops, pasture or grazing lands), the number, location and 
type of existing dwellings (farm, no.nfarm, hardship, etc.), and the dwelling 
development trends since 1993. Determine the potential number of . 
nonfarm/lot-of-record dwellings that could be approved under current 

· regulations, including identification of predominant soil classifications, the 
parcels created prior to January 1, 1993 and the parcels larger than the 
minimum lot size that may be divided to create hew parcels for nonfarm 
dwellings. The findings shall describe the existing land use pattern of the 
study area including the distribution and arrangement" of existing uses and 
the land use pattern that could result from approval of the possible 
nonfarm dwellings; 

(3) Determine . whether approval of the proposed nonfarm/lot-of-record 
dwellings together with existing nonfarm dwellings will materially alter the 
stability of the land use patterri in the area. The stability of the land use 
pattern will be materially altered if the cumulative effect of existing and 
potential nonfarm dwellings will make it more difficult for the existing types 
of farms in the area to continue operation due to diminished opportunities 
to expand, purchase or lease farmland, acquire water rights or diminish 
the number of tracts or acreage in farm use in a manner that will 
destabilize the overall character of the study area; 

(4) In addition to (1) - (3), if the application involves the creation of a new 
parcel for a nonfarm dwelling, consideration shall be given to whether 
creation of the parcel will lead to creation of other nonfarm parcels, to the 
detriment of agriculture in the area by applying (1)- (3) above. 

g. Disqualification of Special Assessment: 
The owner of the parcel shall provide evidence that: 

1. The County Assessor has been notified that the proposed non-farm parcel 
or parcel to contain the non-farm dwelling is no longer being used as 
farmland; and 

2. A Request has been made in writing to the County Assessor to disqualify 
the parcel from special assessment; and 

3. Prior to receiving zoning approval on a building permit application or a 
final plat map, the non-farm parcel has been disqualified from special 
assessment pursuant to ORS 215.236 and any additional tax imposed 
upon disqualification from special assessment have been paid; and 

4. Record on the Property Deed the following: This parcel (legal description) 
has been disqualified from special assessment and may notre-qualify for 
special assessment unless, when combined with another contiguous lot or 
parcel, it constitutes a qualifying parcel by meeting the minimum lot size 
for commercial agriculture enterprises within the area. 
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2. Accessory Farm Dwelling: 

a. The accessory farm dwelling will be occupied by a person or persons who will 
be principally engaged in the farm use of the land and whose seasonal or 
year-round assistance in the management of the farm use, such as planting, 
harvesting, marketing or caring for livestock, is or will be required by the farm 
operator. The applicant shall submit a Farm Management Plan to provide 
evidence of this; 

b. The accessory farm dwelling will be located: 

(1) On the same lot or parcel as the dwelling of the primary farm dwelling; or 

(2) On the same. tract as the primary farm dwelling when the lot or parcel on 
which the accessory farm dwelling will be sited is consolidated into a 
single parcel witli all other contiguous lots and parcels in the tract; or 

(3) On a lot or parcel on which the primary farm dwelling is not located, when 
the accessory farm dwelling is limited to only a manufactured dwelling and . 
a deed· restriction is filed with the county clerk. The deed restriction shall · 
require the manufactured dwelling to be removed when the lot' or parcel is 
conveyed to another party. The manufactured dwelling may remain if it is 
reapproved under these rules; or 

(4) On a lot or parcel on which the primary farm dwelling is not located, when 
the accessory farm dwelling is limited to only attached multi-unit 
residential structures allowed by the applicable state building code or 
similar types of farm labor housing as existing farm labor housing on the 
ranch operation registered with the Dept. of Consumer & Business 
Services, Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Division under ORS 
658.750. Accessory farm dwellings approved Section H. shall be 
removed, demolished or converted to a nonresidential use when farm 
worker housing is no longer required; or 

(5) On a lot or parcel on which the primary farm dwelling is not located, when 
the accessory farm dwelling is located on a lot or parcel at least the size 
of the applicable minimum lot size under Section G(1) below, Farm 
Divisions and the lot or parcel complies with the gross farm income 
requirements in subsection d below .. 

c. There is no other dwelling on the lands designated for exclusive farm use 
owned by the farm operator that is vacant or currently occupied by persons 
not working on the subject farm or ranch and that could reasonably be used 
as an accessory farm dwelling; 
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d. In addition to the requirements in subsection a - c. of this section, the primary 
farm dwelling to which the proposed dwelling would· be accessory satisfies 
the following; 

(1) The principal farm dwelling is located on a farm or ranch operation that is 
currently employed for farm use, as defined in Section 1.090 and ORS 
215.203, and produced in the last two years or three of the last five years, 
one (1) of the following: 

' 

(a) On land not identified as high-value farmland at least *$55,000 (2009 
dollars adjusted for inflation at an annual rate of 2.375%) in gross 
annual income from the sale of farm products. 

(b) On land identified as high-value farmland, and produced at least 
(*$11 0,000 (2009 dollars adjusted for inflation at an annual rate of 
2.375%) in gross annual income 

and, 

(2) In determining the gross income, the cost ofpurchased livestock shall be 
deducted from the total gross income attributed to the tract. 

e: Wasco county shall not approve any proposed division of a lot or parcel for 
an accessory farm dwelling approved pursuant to this section. 

If it is determined that an accessory farm dwelling satisfies the requirements 
Section D(6) above, One Single Family Dwelling Customarily Provided in 
Conjunction with Farm Use, a parcel may be created consistent with the 
minimum parcel size requirements in Section G(1), F<:~rm Divisions; arid 

f. An accessory farm dwelling approved pursuant to this section cannot later be 
used to satisfy the requirements for a dwelling not provided in conjunction 
with farm use pursuant to Section E(5), One Single Family Dwelling Not 
Provided in Conjunction with a Farm Use, 

*It is the intention of the Wasco County Court to reevaluate the validity of this inflationary 
adjustment percentage by 2014. 

3. Alteration, restoration, relocation· or replacement of a lawfully established 
dwelling: 

a. Has intact interior walls and roof structure; 

b. Has indoor plumbing consisting .of a kitchen sink, toilet, and bathing facilities 
connected to a sanitary waste disposal system; 

c. Has interior wiring or interior lights; 

d. Has a heating system; 
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e. In the case of replacement, is removed, demolished or· converted to a 
permitted nonresidential use within 90 days of completion of the replacement 

.·dwelling; 

f. If the dwelling to be replaced is located on a portion of the lot or parcel not 
zoned for exclusive farm use, the applicant, as a condition of approval, shall 
execute and record in the deed records for the county where the property is 
located a deed restriction prohibiting the siting of a dwelling on that portion of 
the lot or parcel; and 

g. Be subject to all applicable siting requirements. 

4. Lot of Record Dwelling: . 

a. The lot or parcel on which the dwelling is to be sited was lawf~lly created prior . 
to January 1, 1985 and was acquired and owned continuously by the present 
owner: 

(1) Since before January 1, 1985; or 

(2) By device or by intestate succession from a person who acquired and had 
owned continuously the lot or parcel since before January 1, 1985. 

b. The tract upon which the dwelling is to be sited does not include another 
dwelling; 

c. The lot or parcel on which the dwelling will be sited was part of a tract on 
November 4, 1993, and no dwelling .exists on another lot or parcel that was 
part of that tract; 

d. The tract on which the dwelling is to be sited is not high value farmland as 
defined in Section 1.090, Definitions. 

e. If the tract on which the dwelling is to be sited consists of more than one lot or 
parcel, all lots and parcels within the tract shall be consolidated into a single 
lot or parcel; 

· f. The director or the director's designee shall notify the county assessor of any 
decision to permit a lot of record dwelling; 

g. As used in this zone, "owner'' includes the wife,· husband, son, daughter, 
mother, father, brother, brother-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, son-in-law, 
daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law, aunt, uncle niece, nephew, 
stepparent, stepchild, grandparent or grandchild of the owner or a business 
entity owned by any one or a combination of these family members; and 
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h. Land use approval for a lot of record dwelling may be transferred one time to 
any other person, prior to issuance of building permit. 

5. Farm Dwelling: · 

a. Large Lot a dwelling may be considered customarily provided in conjunction 
with farm use subject to the following: 

(1) The land on which the dwelling to be sited is not identified as high-value 
farmland; · 

(2) The parcel on which the dwelling will be located is at least 160 acres; 

(3) The subject tract is currently employed for farm use, as defined in Section 
1.090 and ORS 215.203 as evidenced by a Farm Management Plan 

(4) The dwelling will be occupied by an owner or a person or persons who will 
be principally engaged in the farm use of the land, such as planting, 
harvesting, marketing or caring for livestock, at a commercial scale. If the 
owner is not principally engaged in the day to day farm operation, no 
Accessory Farm Dwelling for farm help may be authorized pursuant to 
Section D(7) above; and · · 

(5) There is no other dwelling on the subject tract. 

b. Income Test (for Parcels Less than 160 acres) subject to the following and 
Subsection 3 below: 

(1) Meets either (a) or (b) below: 

(a) On land not identified as high-value farmland, a dwelling may be 
considered customarily provided in conjunction with farm use if the 
subject tract is currently employed for farm use, as defined in Section 
1.090 and ORS 215.203, as evidenced by a Farm Management Plan, 
that produced at least at least *$55,000 (2009 dollars adjusted for 
inflation at an annual rate of 2.375%) in gross annual income from the 
sale of farm products in the last two or three of the last five years; or 

(b) On land identified as high-value farmland, a dwelling may be 
considered customarily provided in conjunction with farm use if the 
subject tract is currently employed for the farm use, as defined in 
Section 1.090 and ORS 215.203, as evidenced by. a Farm 
Management Plan, that produced at least *$110,000 (2009 dollars 
adjusted for inflation at an annual rate of 2.375%) in gross annual 
income from the sale of farm products in the last two or three of the 
last five years; and 

(2) In determining the gross income required by this subsection: 
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(a) The cost of purchased livestock shall be deducted from the total gross 
income attributed to the farm or ranch operation; 

(b) Only gross income from land owned, not leased or rented, shall be 
counted; and 

(c) Gross farm income earned from a Jot or parcel which has been used 
previously to qualify another Jot or parcel for the construction or siting 
of a primary farm dwelling may not be used 

(3) There is no other dwelling on lands designated for exclusive farm use 
pursuant to ORS Chapter 215 or for mixed farm/forest use pursuant to 
OAR 660-006-057 owned by the farm or ranch operator or on the farm or 
ranch operation; and 

(4) The dwelling will be occupied by a person or persons wbo produced the 
commodities which grossed the income. 

(5) Prior to issuance of zoning approval on a building permit application, a 
Notice of Decision shall be recorded in the deed records with the Wasco 
County Clerk for each lot or parcel subject to the .application for the 
primary farm dwelling and shall preclude: 

(a) All future rights to construct a dwelling except for accessory farm 
dwellings, relative farm assistance dwellings, temporary hardship 
dwellings or replacement dwellings allowed by ORS Chapter 215;.and 

(b) The use of any gross farm income earned on the lots or parcels to 
qualify another lot or parcel for a primary farm dwelling: 

(6) The covenants, conditions and restrictions ·are irrevocable, unless a 
statement of release is signed by the Wasco County Judge; 

(7) Enforcement of the covenants, conditions and restrictions may be 
undertaken by the Dept. of Land Conservation & Development or Wasco 
County; 

(8) The Planning Director shall maintain a copy of the Notice of Decisions 
filed in the County deed records pursuant to this section and a map or 
other record depicting the lots and parcels subject to the covenants, 
conditions and restrictions filed in the County deed records pursuant to 
this section. The map or other record shall be readily available to the 
public in the Planning Office. 

6. Winerv: 
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a. The winery is a facility that produces wine with a maximum annual production 
of: 

(1) Less than 50,000 gallons and it: 

(a) Owns an on-site vineyard of at least 15 acres; 

(b) Owns a contiguous vineyard of at least 15 acres; 

(c) Has a long-term contract for the purchase of all of the grapes from at 
least 15 acres of a vineyard contiguous to the winery; or 

(d) Obtains grapes from any combination of subparagraph (a), (b) or (c) of 
. this paragraph; or 

{:Z) At least 50,000 gallons and no more than 100,000 gallons and that: 

(a) Owns an on-site vineyard of at least 40 acres; 

(b) Owns a contiguous vineyard of at least 40 acres; 

(c) Has a long-term contract for the purchase of all of the grapes from at 
least 40 acres of a vineyard contiguous to the winery; or 

(d) Obtains grapes from any combination of subparagraph (a), (b) or (c) of 
this paragraph. 

b. The winery described in subsection (a)(1) br (2) above shall allow only the 
sale of: 

(1) Wines produced in conjunction with the winery; and 

(2) Items directly related to wine, the sales of which are incidental to retail 
sale of wine on-site. Such items include individually portioned 
prepackaged foods prepared from an approved source by a commercial 
processor and nonperishable beverages or any items additionally allowed 
by a limited service restaurant defined in ORS 624.010. 

c. Prior to the issuance of zoning approval to establish a winery under this 
section, the applicant shall show that vineyards, described in subsection 
(a)(1) and (2) of this section, have been planted or that the contract has been 
executed, as applicable. 

d. Siting Standards to limit conflicts with accepted farming or forest practices on 
adjacent lands include: 

(1) Establishment of a setback, not to exceed 100 feet, from all property lines 
for the winery and all public gathering places; and 
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(2) Provision of direct road access, internal circulation and parking. 

e. If a Home Occupation to host Commercial Events such as weddings, 
receptions or parties is desired, that use must be applied for under Section 
E(28). Failure. to apply under Section E(28) for such a use will result in the 
hosting of any such events to be considered a land use violation .. 

7. Farm Ranch Recreation: 

a. The tract or parcel is currently employed in a commercial agricultural 
operation as defined in Section 1.090 and ORS 215.203 as evidenced by a 
Farm Management Plan. 

If the Farm Ranch Recreation utilizes agricultural operations on a tract to 
meet the commercial agricultural operation standards they will be required to 
own and operate the tract. If portions of the tract used to justify the 
commercial agricultural operation are sold the Farm Ranch Recreation 
approval will automatically become void and the owner will cease to operate 
within 60 days of selling the property. 

b. The Farm Management Plan shall also include the Farm Ranch Recreation 
proposal including the number of acres devoted to the recreational use, 
proposed or existing buildings involved in the use, hours and days of operation, 
and anticipated usage (number of visitors). Additionally, it must be 
demonstrated how the Farm Recreation activities are compatible with the 
commercial farming operation. 

c. The Farm Ranch Recreation proposal shall not be the primary use of the 
tract, but shall be subordinate to the commercial agricultural operation in 
scope, scale and impact, however, income generated from the farm ranch 
recreation use does not have to be subordinate to income generated by the 
commercial agricultural operation. Scope, scale and impact shall take irito 
consideration the number of acres/area devoted to the farm ranch recreation 
use, anticipated usage of the use, days and hours of operation. 

d. New Farm Ranch Recreation structures shall be located on land that is 
"generally unsuitable" as defined in Section J(1)(d), Non-Farm Dwelling, 
where practicable. If the proposal is to not locate Farm Ranch Recreation 
structures on land that is "generally unsuitable", the application shall explain 
why and how the proposal best protects agricultural lands. 

· e. Recreational uses such as fly fishing and hunting off of the parcel or tract 
shall be allowed. However, the primary portion of the Farm Ranch 
Recreation use, excluding lodging, shall occur on the parcel or tract. · 

f. Overnight lodging units in new or existing structures may be permitted in 
conjunction with the Farm Ranch Recreation operation. Lodging unit means 
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·an individual guest room in a lodge, bunkhouse, cottage, cabin, tent or 
licensed recreational vehicles used only for transient lodging and not for a 
permanent residence. No more than 10 lodging units are allowed. No 
kitchen facilities are permitted in individual lodging units. . All overnight 
facilities shall comply with Oregon Dept. of Environmental Quality and/or 
Wasco County Health Dept. requirements for sanitary sewage disposal. 

g. In addition to overnight lodging units a separate kitchen area, rest rooms, 
storage or other shared indoor space shall be allowed. 

h. Food services shall be incidental to the operation of the guest ranch and shall 
be provided only for .the guests of the farm ranch recreation, individuals 
accompanying the guests and individuals attending a special event at the 
farm ranch recreation site. The cost of meals, if any, provided to guests of the 
farm ranch recreation, individuals accompanying the guests and individuals 
attending a special event at the farm ranch recreation may be included in the 
fee to visit or stay at the farm ranch recreation site. A farm ranch recreation 
may not sell individual meals to an individual who is not a guest of the farm 
ranch recreation, an individual accompanying a guest or an individual 
attending a special event at the farm ranch recreation site. Kitchen facilities 
associated with the farm ranch recreation shall comply with Oregon Dept. of 
Environme·ntal Quality and/or Wasco County Health Dept. requirements. 

h. The Approving Authority shall place reasonable no-shooting buffers (setbacks 
from property lines) for hunting preserves, with the ability to have a minimum 
one foot (1') buffer. 

i. There shall be a two mile radius for public notification in the application of 
public or private target or shooting courses. There shall be a one-half mile 
radius for public notification in the application of a hunting preserve. 

8. Utility Facility: 

a. A utility facility is necessary for public service if the facility must be sited in an 
exclusive farm use zone in order to provide the service. To demonstrate that 
a utility facility is necessary, an applicant must show that reasonable 
alternatives have been considered and that the facility must be sited in an 
exclusive farm use zone due to one or more of the following factors: 

(1) Technical and engineering feasibi.lity; 

(2) The proposed facility is locationally dependent. A utility facility is 
locationally dependent if it must cross land in one or more areas zoned for 
exclusive farm use in order to achieve a reasonably direct route or to meet 
unique geographical needs that cannot be satisfied on other lands; 

(3) Lack of available urban and non resource lands; 
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(4) Availability of existing rights of way; 

(5) Public health and safety; and 

(6) Other requirements of state and federal agencies. 

b. Costs associated with any of the factors listed in a. may be considered, but 
cost alone may not be the only consideration in determining that a utility 
facility is necessary for public service. Land costs shall not be included when 
considering alternative locations for substantially similar utility facilities and 
the siting of utility facilities that are not substantially similar. 

c. The owner of a utility facility approved under this section shall be responsible 
for restoring, as nearly as possible, to its for'mer condition any agricultural 
land and associated improvements that are damaged or otherwise disturbed 
by the siting, maintenance, repair or reconstruction of the facility. Nothing in 
this subsection shall prevent the owner of the utility facility from requiring a 
bond or other security from a contractor or otherwise imposing on a 
contractor the responsibility for restoration. 

d. The governing body of the County or its designee shall impose clear and 
objective conditions on an application for utility facility siting to mitigate and 
minimize the impacts of the proposed facility, if any, on surrounding lands 
devoted to farm use in order to prevent a significant change in accepted farm 
practices or a significant increase in the cost of farm practices on surrounding 
farm lands. 

e. In addition to a. through d. of this section, the establishment or extension of a 
sewer system as defined by OAR 660-011-0060(1)(f) in an exclusive farm 
use zone shall be subject to the provisions of OAR 660-011-0060. 

f. The provisions of a. through d. do not apply to interstate natural gas pipelines 
and associated facilities authorized by an subject to regulation by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission. 

9. Aggregate 

a. A land use permit is not required for mining less then than 1,000 cubic yards 
of material or excavation preparatory to mining of a surface area of less than 
one acre. 

b. A land use permit for mining of aggregate shall be issued only for a site 
included on an inventory in an acknowledged comprehensive plan. 

c. "Mining" includes all or any part of the process of mining by the removal of 
overburden and the extraction of natural mineral deposits thereby exposed by 
any method including open-pit mining operations, auger mining operations, 
processing, surface impacts of underground mining, production of surface 
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mining refuse and the construction of adjacent or off-site borrow pits except 
those constructed for use as access roads. · 

d. "Mining" does not include excavations of sand, gravel, clay, rock or other 
similar materials conducted by a landowner or tenant on ~he landowner or 
tenant's property for the primary purpose of reconstruction or maintenance of 
access roads and excavation or grading operations conducted in the process 
of farming or cemetery operations, on-site road construction or other on-site 
construction or nonsurface impacts of underground mines. 

10. Com posting facilities: 

a. Composting operations and facilities allowed on land not defined as high
value farmland shall be limited to the composting op·erations and facilities 
.allowed by OAR 660-033-0130(29)(a) or that require a permit from the 
Department of Environmental Qwilfity under OAR 340-093-0050. Buildings 
and facilities used in conjunction with the composting operation shall only be 
those required for the operation of the subject facility. Onsite sales shall be 
limited to bulk loads of at least one unit (7.5 cubic yards) in size that are 
transported in one vehicle. 

b. Composting operations and facilities allowed on high-value farmland are 
limited to those that are exempt from a permit from the Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) under OAR 340-093-0050, only require 
approval of an Agricultural Compost Management Plan by the Oregon 
Department of Agriculture, or require a permit from the DEQ under OAR 340-
093-0050 where the compost is applied primarily on the subject farm or used 
to manage and dispose of by-products generated on the subject farm. 
Excess compost may be· sold to neighboring farm operations in the local area 
and shall be limited to bulk loads of at least one unit (7.5 cubic yards) in size. 
Buildings and facilities· used in conjunction with the composting operation 
shall only be those required for the operation of the subject facility. 

11. Land application of reclaimed water. agricultural process or industrial ·process 
water or biosolids. 

a. A determination by the Department of Environmental Quality, in conjunction 
with the department's review of a license, permit or approval, that the 
application rates and site management practices for the land application of 
reclaimed water, agricultural or industrial process water or biosolids ensure 
continued agricultural, horticultural or silvicultural production and do not 
reduce the productivity of the tract. 

b. The use of a tract of land on which the land application of reclaimed water, 
agricultural or industrial process water or biosolids has occurred under this 
section may not be changed to allow a different use unless: 

(1) The tract is included within an acknowledged urban growth boundary; 
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(2) The tract is rezoned to a zone other than an exclusive farm use zone; 

(3) The different use of the tract is a farm use as defined in ORS 215.203; or 

(4) The different use of the tract is a use allowed under: 

(a) ORS 215.213 (1)(c), (e) to (g), (k), (m) to (q), (s) to (u), (x), (z~ or (aa); 

(b) ORS 215.213 (2)(a) to (c), (i), (m) or (p) to (r); 

(c) ORS 215.283 (1)(c), (e), (f), (k) to (o), (q) to (s), (u), (w) or (x); or 

(d) ORS 215.283 (2)(a), 0), (L) or (p) to (s). 

c. An evaluation of the alternatives to application and the reason for not using 
these alternatives. 

d. The uses allowed under this section include: 

(1) The treatment of reclaimed water, agricultural or industrial process water 
or biosolids that occurs as a result of the land application; 

(2) The establishment and use of facilities, including buildings, equipment, 
aerated and nonaerated water impoundments, pumps and other irrigation 
equipment, that are accessory to and reasonably necessary for the land 
application to occur on the subject tract; 

(3) The establishment and use of facilities, including buildings and 
equipment, that are not on the tract on which the land application occurs 
for the transport of reclaimed water, agricultural or industrial process water 
or biosolids to the tract on which the land application occurs if the facilities 
are located within: 

(a) A public right of way; or 

(b) Other land if the landowner provides written consent and the owner of 
the facility complies with ORS 215.275 (4); and 

(4) The transport by vehicle of reclaimed water or agricultural or industrial 
process water to a tract on which the water will be applied to land. 

e. Uses not allowed under this section. include: 

(1) The establishment and use of facilities, including buildings or equipment, 
for the treatment of reclaimed water, agricultural or industrial process 
water or biosolids other than those treatment facilities related to the 
treatment that occurs as a result of the land application; or 
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(2) The establishment and use of utility facility service· lines allowed under 
8(10) above. 

f. A division of land for the land application of reclaimed water, agricultural or 
industrial process water or biosolids shall not be allowed. 

12. Farm stands: 

a. The structures are designed and used for sale of farm crops or livestock 
grown on the farm operation, or grown on the farm operation and other farm 
operations in the local agricultural area, including the sale of retail incidental 
items, and fee-based activity to promote the sale of farm crops or livestock 
sold at the farm stand, if the annual sales of the incidental items and fees 
from promotional activity do not make up more than 25 percent of the total 
annual sales of the farm stand; 

b. The farm stand does not include structures designed for occupancy as a 
residence or for activity other than the sale of farm crops and livestock and 
does not include structures for banquets, public gatherings or public 
entertainment; 

c. ~'Farm crops or livestock" includes both fresh and processed farm crops and 
livestock grown on the farm operation, or grown on the farm operation and 
other farm operations in the local agricultural area. As used in this 
subsection, "processed crops and livestock" includes jams, syrups, apple 
cider, animal products and other similar farm crops and livestock that have 
been processed and converted into another product but not prepared food 
items; and 

d. "Local agricultural area" includes Oregon or an adjacent county in 
Washington. 

13. Golf Courses 

a. A regulation 18 hole golf course is generally characterized by a site of about 
120 to 150 acres of land, has a playable distance of 5,000 to 7,200 yards, 
and a par of 64 to 73 strokes; 

b. A regulation 9 hole golf course is generally characterized by a site of about . 
65 to 90 acres of land, has a playable distance of 2,500 to 3,600 yards, and a 
par of 32 to 36 strokes; 

c. Non-regulation golf courses are not allowed uses within these areas. "Non
regulation golf course" means a golf course or golf course-like development 
that does not meet the definition of golf course in Section 1.090, including but 
not limited to executive golf courses, Par 3 golf courses, pitch and putt golf 
courses, miniature golf courses and driving ranges; 
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d. Accessory uses provided as part of a golf course shall be consistent with the 
following standards: · 

(1) An accessory use to a golf course is a facility or improvement that is 
incidental to the operation of the golf course and is either necessary for 
the operation and maintenance of the golf course or that provides goods 
or services customarily provided to golfers at a golf course. An accessory 
use or activity does not serve the needs of the non-golfing public. 
Accessory uses to a golf course may include: Parking; maintenance 
buildings; cart storage and repair; practice range or driving range; 
clubhouse; restrooms; lockers and showers; food and beverage service; 
pro shop; a practice or beginners course as part of an 18 hole or larger 
golf course; or golf tournament. Accessory uses to a golf course do not 
include: Sporting facilities unrelated to golfing such as tennis courts, 
swimming pools, and weight rooms; wholesale or retail operations 
oriented to the non-golfing public; or housing. 

(2) Accessory uses shall be limited in size and orientation on the site to serve 
the needs of persons and their guests who patronize the golf course to 
golf. An accessory use that provides commercial services (e.g., pro shop, 
etc.) shall be located in the clubhouse rather than in separate buildings. 

(3) Accessory uses may include one or more food and beverage service 
facilities in addition to food and beverage service facilities located in a 
clubhouse. Food and beverage service facilities must be part of and 
incidental to the operation of the golf course and must be limited in size 
and orientation on the site to serve only the needs of persons who 
patronize the golf course and their guests. Accessory food and beverage 
service facilities shall not be designed for or include structures for 
banquets, public gatherings or public entertainment. 

14. Private Parks, Playgrounds and Campgrounds 

a. The campground is established on a site or is contiguous to lands with a park 
or other outdoor natural amenity that is accessible for .recreational use by the 
occupants of the campground. 

· b. Except on a lot or parcel contiguous to a lake or reservoir, private 
campgrounds shall not be allowed within three miles of an urban growth 
boundary unless an exception is approved pursuant to ORS 197.732 and 
OAR chapter 660, division 4, 

c. A campground shall be designed and integrated into the rural agricultural and 
forest environment in a manner that protects the natural amenities of the site 
and provides buffers of existing native trees and vegetation or other natural 
features between campsites. 
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d. Campgrounds shall not include intensively developed recreational uses such 
as swimming pools, tennis courts, retail stores or gas stations. 

e. Campsites may be occupied by a tent, travel trailer, yurt or recreational 
vehicle. Separate sewer, water or electric service hook-ups shall not be 
provided to individual camp sites except that electrical service may be 
provided to yurts allowed for by subsection f below. 

f. No more than one-third or a maximum of 10 campsites, whichever is smaller, 
may include a yurt. The yurt shall be located on the ground or on a wood 
floor with no permanent foundation. 

As used in this paragraph, "yurt" means a round, domed shelter of cloth or 
canvas on a collapsible frame with rio plumbing, sewage disposal hookup or 
internal cooking appliance. 

15. On Site Filming 

a. No filming shall occur without written permission of the landowner. 

b. Filming may be restricted during the hours between 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. if 
nearby residents would be disturbed by noise, lights or any other filming 
activity. 

c. Filming shall not create traffic hazards. 

d. Prior to filming, written authorization shall be obtained from the applicable fire 
department for the use of any fire-related activities, such as welding or cutting 
equipment, pyrotechnical devices or related activities. 

e. All federal, state and county aircraft regulations shall apply. It is the 
responsibiljty of the applicant to be aware of all regulations. 

f. All structures shall be self-supporting. Digging or construction of permanent 
foundations will not be allowed. 

g. Weekly garbage pickup shall be provided and any garbage or debris 
gathered daily. 

h. All garbage, debris, sets, or other e·quipment or props must be removed and 
properly disposed of within 24 hours of completion of filming. 

i. All food concessions shall obtain a permit from the Wasco County Health 
Department. 

J. It is the responsibility of the applicant to provide proper sanitation, potable 
water, off-road parking, and security. 
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k. No mammals, fish, reptiles, or other animals shall be released into the 
environment during or after filming. 

L All animals shall be tethered, leashed or caged when not immediately 
required for filming. 

16. Commercial Activities in Conjunction with Farm Use - The processing, packaging, 
treatment and wholesale distribution and storage of a product primarily derived 
from farm activities on the premises. Also, retail sales of agricultural products, 
supplies and services directly related to the production and harvesting of 
agricultural products. Such uses include the following: 

-Storage, distribution and sale of feed, fertilizer, seed, chemicals, and other 
products used for commercial agriculture. 

-Farm prod~ct receiving plants, including processing, packaging, and reshipment 
facilities.(revised 2-89) 

-Livestock feed or sales yards. 

-Storage, repair, or sale of fencing, irrigation, pipe, pumps, and other commercial 
farm-related equipment and implements. 

-Farm equipment storage and repair facilities. 

-Bulk storage and distribution facilities for fuels, pesticides, and fertilizers. 

-Veterinarian clinic. 

-Horticultural specialties such as nurseries or greenhouses for retail sales of plants 
and products. · 

-Slaughtering of animals, including attendant retail and wholesale sales, which 
may be conducted outside an enclosed building. 

-Wineries for production from fruits, a portion of which are grown on the property, 
including retail sales. 

-And other such uses which may be construed as similar to the above listed uses. 

The Approving Authority shall consider among other relevant criteria the. Land 
Conservation and Development Commission decision No . .79-003. 

17. Wind Power. Generation Facility: For purposes of this section a wind power 
generation facility includes, but is not limited to, the following system 
components: all wind turbine towers and concrete pads, permanent 
meteorological towers and wind measurement devices, electrical cable collection 
systems connecting wind turbine towers with the relevant power substation, new 
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or expanded private roads (whether temporary or permanent) constructed to 
serve the wind power generation facility, office and operation and maintenance 
buildings, temporary Jay-down areas and all other necessary appurtenances. 

a. For high-value farmland soils described in ORS 195.300(10), it must be found 
that all of the following are satisfied: 

(1) Reasonable alternatives have been considered to show that siting the 
wind power generation facility or component thereof on high-value 
farmland soils is necessary for the facility or component to function 
properly or if a road system or turbine string must be placed on such soils 
to achieve a reasonably direct route considering the following factors: 

(a) Technical and engineering feasibility; 

(b) Availability of existing rights of way; and 

(c) The long term environmental, economic, social and energy 
consequences of siting the facility or component on alternative sites, 
as determined under paragraph (2) of this subsection. 

(2) The long-term environmental, economic, social and energy consequences 
resulting from the wind power generation facility or any components 
thereof at the proposed site with measures designed to reduce adverse 
impacts are not significantly more adverse than would typically result from 
the same proposal being located on other agricultural lands that do not 
include high-value farmland soils. 

(3) Costs associated with any of the factors listed in paragraph (1) of this 
subsection may be considered, but costs alone may not be the only 
consideration in determining that siting any component of a wind power 
generation facility on high-value farmland soils is necessary. 

(4) The owner of a wind power generation facility approved under Section (a) 
above shall be responsible for restoring, as nearly as possible, to its 
former condition any agricultural land and associated improvements that 
are damaged or otherwise disturbed by the siting, maintenance, repair or 
reconstruction of the facility. Nothing in this subsection shall prevent the 

. owner of the facility from requiring a bond or other security from a 
contractor or otherwise imposing on a contractor the responsibility for 
restoration. 

(5) The criteria in Section (b), below are satisfied. 

b. For arable lands, meaning lands that are cultivated or suitable for cultivation, 
including high-value farmland soils described in ORS 195.300(10), it must be 
found that: 

Section 3.210- "A-1" Exclusive Farm Use Zone 
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{1) The proposed wind power facility will not create unnecessary negative 
impacts on agricultural operations conducted on the subject property. 
Negative impacts could include, but are not limited to, the unnecessary 
construction of roads, dividing a field or multiple fields in such a way that 
creates small or isolated pieces of property that are more difficult to farm, 
and placing wind farm components such as meteorological towers on 
lands . in a manner that could disrupt common and accepted farming 
practices; and 

{2) The presence of a proposed wind power facility will not result in 
unnecessary soil erosion or loss that could limit agricultural productivity on . 
the subject property. This provision may be satisfied by the submittal and 
county approval of a soil and erosion control plan prepared by an 
adequately qualified individual, showing how unnecessary soil erosion will 
.l?e avoided or remedied and how topsoil will be stripped, stockpiled and 
clearly marked.·The approved plan shall be attached to the decision as a 
condition of approval; and 

{3) Construction or maintenance activities will not result in unnecessary soil 
compaction that reduces the productivity of soil for crop production. This 
provision may be satisfied by the submittal and county approval of a plan 
prepared by an adequately qualified individual, showing how unnecessary 
soil compaction will be avoided or remedied in a timely manner through 
deep soil decompaction or other appropriate practices. The approved plan 
shall be attached to the decision as a condition of approval; and 

{4) Construction or maintenance actiVities will not result in the unabated 
· introduction or spread of noxious weeds and other undesirable weeds 

species. This provision may be satisfied by the submittal and county 
approval of a weed control ·plan prepared by an adequately qualified 
individual that includes a long-term maintenance agreement. The 
approved plan shall be attached to the decision as a condition of 
approval. 

c. For nonarable lands, meaning lands that are not suitable for cultivation, it 
must be found that the requirements of Subsection {b)(4) above are satisfied. 

d. In the event that a wind power generation facility is proposed on a 
combination of arable and nonarable lands as described in Sections (b) and 
(c) above, the approval criteria of SecfiQn (b) shall apply to the entire project. 
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WASCO COUNTY PLANNING 
AND DEVELOPMENT 
Todd R. Cornett, Director 
2705 East Second Street 
The Dalles, Oregon 97058 

REQUEST FOR FEEWAIVER 
Date Submitted: 
ApplicanVOwner Information: 
Applicant(s) 1(\-,\11' 'f»A_,._s ,\')Am"A C.r~\J Property Owner(s) SAm~ 

Mailing Address 7o 1 S '1-9 f.-t. l<.g Mailing Address 

Phone (H) Sq I ·'-11~- 35ScJ (W) SYI-:2.</{,-7'~() Phone (H) 

Email '(nos /'!'.r bov ~ Y&>.oo.Co,., Email 
Explanation For Fee Waiver Request (Please give complete detailed explanation): · 

See. IH·i-14c~ed ~he.e:t-· 

(To be completed by Planning and Development Office) 
Fee Structure: 

(W) 

APPLICATION TYPE 
WAIV~~~ 

. '"''-' r OTHER FEES 

~((!. AlZ8£1 "K.EV16\.IJ ID"II 

Other Information: 

Fees Verified by: J~~ 
Planners Signature 

IDI I 

Phone: (541) 506-2560 
Fax: (541) 506-2561 
www .co.wasco.or.us 

. TOTAL FEE 

.Q. I 4 d-. 

· (To be completed by Executive Assistant to the Board of County Commissioners) 

TOTAL WAIVED FEES: _____ _ 

TOTAL FEES· NOT WAIVED: _____ _ 

Board of County Commissioners Authority signature ------------~-----

P:\Forms\Land Use App/ications\fee waiver request 



( I request that my code fee be changed from the punitive fee 
of $2000 to the standard fee of $1000 for aquiring a · 
Temporary use Permit. 
We built our hciuse in 2006 and during that time lived in the 
double wide trailer that was already on the property. As part 
of our building permit we were required to remove the trailer 
house after we moved into the new house. Utilities were 

. disconected in preparation for the move and it sat vacant. I 
soon realized that it cost a significant amount to have the 
trailer moved and disposed of so I put it up for sale to try and 
·cover those costs. Months went by and no one would buy it. 
As time passed and I became busy with the farm, I simply 
forgot that it had been a requirement. · 

When.l was made aware of the requirement again on 
Wednsday Jan 13th of this year I immediately called and left . 
a message for Keith at the Code Compliance office. He 
returned my call on Tuesday Jan 19th and informed me of 
what I had to do to comply the code and avoid and punative 

·action other than a "possible doubling of permit fees". I have 
since stayed in contact with Keith, and Dawn Baird at the 

. planning office. I was under the assumption that I had met all 
requests and would avoid a punative fee but after I 
submitted my application I was told that it would be doubled. 

I am asking that the punative fee be waived because I have 
attempted to be as timely and cooperative after being 
reminded of it's requirement. I did not avoid the permit out of 
any malicious or clandestine reasons, I simply forgot it was 
needed. 

Thank you. 

Philip Evans 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
REGULAR SESSION 

July 7, 2010 

CONSENT CALENDAR (1) 

1. Amended Personal Service Contract between Wasco County, Oregon and 
Wamic Rural Fire Protection District. 

2. Amended Intergovernmental Agreement for the Qualitylife Intergovernmental 
Agency. 

3. Order #1 0-085 in the matter of designating the Mosier Fire District as the 
Repository for the books and records of the dissolved Mosier Rural Fire 
Protection District. 

. 4. Resolution #1 0-027 in the matter of declaring an emergency and authorizing the 
Wasco County Facilities Division to obtain proposals for the demolition and 
remodel of the first floor of the Wasco County Clinic Annex "B" Building. 

5. Wasco County Ambulance Service Area Contract to provide ambulance service 
for the newly created ASA-8 Wamic/Pine Hollow Area between Wasco County 
Board of County Commissioners and Wamic Rural Fire Protection District. 

6. Regular Session Minutes of March 17, 2010. 

7. Order #1 0-086 in the matter of establishing fees for Wasco County to charge 
Qualitylife Intergovernmental Agency for services rendered. 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
REGULAR SESSION 

July 7, 2010 

CONSENT CALENDAR (2) 

1. Regular Session Minutes of July 1, 2009. 

2. Executive Session Minutes of July 22, 2009. 



( WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
REGULAR SESSION 

July 7, 2010 

CONSENT CALENDAR (3) 

1. Special Session Minutes of June 28, 2010. 
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WASCO COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

REGULAR SESSION 
July 7, 2010 

DISCUSSION LIST 

ACTION AND DISCUSSION ITEMS: 

1. Decision on the request from Jay LeRoux for permission to utilize a portion of the County 
owned property for accessing his home located off of East Fifth Street. 

2. Update on the Palomar Gas Pipeline Project. 

3. Decision to approve the revised Intergovernmental Agreement with the Oregon 
Department of Energy. 

4. Discussion on the Request for Proposals for Animal Control Services. 

5. Nomination of an individual for the appointment to the Oregon Investment Board by the 
State of Oregon. 

6. Discussion on the Oregon Liquor Control Commission Renewals for 2010. 

7. Consideration of the Fee Waiver request from Philip Evans and Davina Craig. 

8. Economic Development Report from Jessica Mella, Wasco County Economic 
Development Coordinator. 

9. Discussion on property described as Township 1 North, Range 13 East, 
Section 18A, Tax Lot 200, Reference #16198. 

ON HOLD: 

1. Discussion on office space for County reorganization. 

2. Discussion on Amending Document Approval Policy. 

3. Discussion on Model Executive Session News Media Attendance Policy. 

4. Discussion on Draft Continuity of Operations Planning Policy. 

5. Discussion on establishing an administrative rate for grants. 

6. Discussion on IT Fee for Qlife. 

7. Discussion on dog running at large in public parks. 

7/2/2010 6:33AM 
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Wasco County Board of Commissioners 
Economic Development Commission Update: July 7, 2010 
EDCNews 

• Strategic Action Plan: Jessica is assisting the EDC in finalizing the 2010 updates for the 
Strategic Action Plan. There are plans to approve the document at the July 15 EDC 
meeting with submission to the Board of Commissioners at the August 4 meeting. 

• Needs and Issues Projects: The final prioritization of the 2010 Comprehensive 
Economic Development Strategy prepared by Mid-Columbia Economic Development 
District included several projects on the EDC's Needs and Issues list. These included 
Workforce Innovations Center Design (#1 for technical assistance in Oregon, #2 for 
public works), Industrial Building/ Site Development -NorCor (#4 for technical 
assistance in Oregon), Marine Te1minal (#1 for public works in Oregon), Downtown The 
Dalles Riverfront Undercrossing (#5 for public works in Oregon). In important news 
regarding Needs and Issues projects, the US Economic Development Administration 
announced on June 24 their award to the City of The Dalles/Port of the Dalles of 
$2,000,000 to construct the Marine Te1minal. 

• Developers How-To Handout: Jessica finalized the handouts outlining the process to 
develop commercial or industrial property in The Dalles and unincorporated Wasco 
County. The documents have been distributed to agencies listed on the handout, business 
assistance agencies and local realtors for their use and posting on their websites. 

• County Water/ Wastewater Projects: Jessica is assisting the EDC in developing a 
project idea to assist the many communities in Wasco County with immediate water 
and/or wastewater needs. Staff will be meeting with Tygh Valley and Wamic districts to 
inquire what EDC actions might best help their projects move forward. The EDC will 
discuss this project at their July 15 meeting. 

Other Economic News 
• CGBREZ: Jessica is assisting CGBREZ in sending a letter to the many contacts made at 

the 2010 Windpower Conference in Dallas. The Legislative Summit held June 24 was a 
success with almost 50 people in attendance including several state legislators and many 
federal legislative staffers. Booths for the 2011 Windpower Conference in Anaheim are 
selling out quickly and decisions need to be made in July as to how CGBREZ will 
participate. 

• Gorge Tech Alliance July 27 meeting: The Commissioners are invited to the GTA's 
July 27 meeting at Erin Glenn Winery for a presentation on the latest developments in 
hamessing wind power. Corwin Hardham, CEO ofMakani Power (makanipower.com), is 
developing a game-changing solution (airborne wind energy) which can deliver energy at 
a fraction ofthe cost of established renewable energy technologies. Once matured, the 
scalability and flexibility of this technology will enable it to be deployed more rapidly 
and in a greater number of sites than conventional wind or solar energy. 7:00pm 
presentation, free. 

Funding Opportunities 
• USDA RMAP Grants (Rural Microentrepreneur Assistance Program): USDA Rural 

Development recently unveiled RMAP, a program to provide low interest loans to 
capitalize microloan funds and provide technical assistance grants to support such funds; 
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there is also a small grant-only program to support technical assistance delivery to 
microenterprises in need of such financing. Nonprofits, tribes, and institutions of higher 
learning are eligible for RMAP assistance. Public bodies and local governments are NOT 
eligible for this program. The first deadline for RMAP applications is July 16. 
Although there will be future funding rounds, it is likely that the availability of funds 

will slu·ink and the competition for funds will increase, so prospective RMAP applicants 
are strongly encouraged to apply by the July 16. Leam more at: 
http://www.rurdev. usda.gov/or/rmap.htm. 

• Oregon Rural Tourism Studio: The Oregon Tourism Commission has opened 
applications to its Rural Tourism Studio, a community-based tourism development 
program. Communities (or a cluster of small communities in the same region) in rural 
areas who have identified tourism as a priority economic development strategy are 
invited to apply. The Studio includes an overview of the tourism industry, impmiant 
trends, and sustainable tourism best practices to stimulate new thinking about a 
destination. The core of the Studio will guide businesses and organizations in developing 
new tourism products in key niche markets specific to their community. The program 
concludes with specific training on how to market your tourism business, develop 
effective action teatns, and access funds for tourism projects. Applications are due by 
July 19,2010. Learn more at: http://industry.traveloregon.com/Depmiments/Tourism
Development/Oregon-Rural-Tourism-Studio-l.aspx 

• Oregon Tourism Matching Grants: The Oregon Tourism Commission has opened 
applications for its Matching Grants Program. Cities, counties, port districts, federally 
recognized Tribes and non-profit entities located in Oregon and involved with tourism 
promotion and development are eligible. Applicants must equally match the amount of 
the awarded grant; up to 50% of the match may be in-kind. OTC has $60,000 for 
investment in the Matching Grants Program during the fiscal year 2010-11 (July 1, 2010-
June 30, 2011). Each applicant may request up to $10,000 in grant funds with a limit of 
one grant project request per cycle. The deadline for applications to be submitted is 
August 20, 2010. Lemn more at: 
http://industry.traveloregon.com/Depatiments/ToUl·ism-Development/Matching-Grants
Progrmn.aspx 

• TIGER II and Community Challenge Grants: The Departments of Transportation 
(DOT) and Housing and Urban Development (HUD) have announced the availability of 
$75 million in funding-- $35 million in TIGER (Transportation Investment Generating 
Economic Recovery) II Planning Grants and $40 million in Community Challenge 
Planning Grants --for localized planning activities that integrate transpmiation, housing 
and economic development. 

o TIGER II Planning Grants may be used to plan, prepare or design surface 
transportation projects that would be eligible for funding under the TIGER II 
Discretionary Grant program. These projects include highways, bridges, transit, 
railways, ports and bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Leatn more at: 
http://www.dot.gov/docs/TIGER _II_ Discretionary_ Grant _Fro gram _Final_ Notice 
_1_June_2010.pdf. 

o HUD's Community Challenge Planning Grant Program will foster reform and reduce 
barriers to achieving affordable, economically vital, and sustainable communities. 
Such effmis may include amending or replacing local master plans, zoning codes, and 
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Employment: 

building codes, either on a jurisdiction-wide basis or in a specific neighborhood, 
district, corridor, or sector to promote mixed-use development, affordable housing, 
the reuse of older buildings and structures for new purposes, and similar activities 
with the goal of promoting sustainability at the local or neighborhood level. This 
program also supports the development of affordable housing through the 
development and adoption of inclusionary zoning ordinances and other activities such 
as acquisition of land for affordable housing projects. Leam more at: 
http://www.dot.gov/livability/source/FINAL%20Joint%20Pianning%20NOFA%2 
0061810.pdf 

Seasonally Adjusted Unemployment Rates (Source: Oregon Employment Department) 

May2010 April2010 May2009 
Oregon 10.6% 10.6% 11.6% 
Wasco County 8.9% 9.3% 10.2% 

The largest employment gains in Wasco County in May (total nonfmm employment) were in 
Accommodation and Food Services (60 jobs) and Indian Tribal Government (30 jobs). The 
largest employment loss in May was in Professional and Business Services (30 jobs). Looking at 
change from May 2009, the County has gained 150 manufacturing jobs, 30 jobs in Nursing and 
Residential Care Facilities and 30 jobs in Accommodation and Food Services while losing 20 
jobs in State govemment. 

0%;-~~-r~--_,----~~--~;-~~-r~ 
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